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W H O LE N U M B ER , 1657.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

J.

IV. ROYER, H. D.,

Practising Physician,
T R A P P E t Pa- Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite M asonic HalL

M.

Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Practising Physician,
E V A N SB U R G , F a. Office H o u rs: U n til #
a. m.: 7 to 9 p. m. K eystone’Phone No. IT.

J ! A. KRUSE», M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician,
O O L L E O E Y IL L E , P a . Office H ours : U n til »
a. m ; 0 to 8 p. m. K eystone ’phone, No. 6;
Bell, 30x. O th er office hours by appointm ent.
All kinds of X -R ay w ork and electrical tr e a t
ment for capcerous, sk in , and nervous diseases.

£1 B. HORNING, M. D.,

Practising Physician,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P a.
Telephone In office.
Office H ours u n til S a . m.

j

H. HAMER, M.

Homeopathic Physician.
C O L L E Q E V IL L E , P A . «Office H o u rs: U n til
10 a. m ., from 0 to 9 p. m. S pecial atte n tio n
given to ear, nose and tn ro a t diseases. 23au.

IJARYEY li. SHOMO,

Attorney-at- Law,
821 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , F A .
R E S ID E N C E —« O Y E H S F O E D .
Both ’P ito n es.

JJEKBEKT U. MOORE,

A ttom ey-at- Law,
A L B E R T S O N T R U S T CO. B U IL D IN G ,
808 Swede S t.. N orristow n, P a
Bell a n d K eystone ’iPhones.
5-15.

jj^AYIE R. liONGSTRETH,

A ttom ey-at-Law ,
And N o tary Public. ::: No. 712 C ro ier B uild
ing, 1420 C h e stn u t S t., P h lla., F a.
Long Dlstanoe Telephone. H ouse No. 5228.
Also m em ber of th e M ontgom ery C ounty Bar.

tribute of making tkfe time at all places
directly under his rays Monday noon
and took to himself the attribute of
SHAVING PARLOR,
making it Tuesday noon.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
As the confines of the world were
t^gr Second Boor Above Railroad. pushed farther eastward and west
ward, respectively, the unknown abyss
F in e st grades of C IG A R S and TOBACCO
Where this change of attribute had to
alw ays on hand.
be made got narrower and narrower
nntil, when the globe was circumnavi
JJENRY BOWER,
gated, the place of change became
simply a line.
This line exists and is the place
Veterinary Surgeon,
where the days begin. As the sun
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
crosses this remarkable spot the time
jumps twenty-four hours onward—
Bell ’Phone 23 x.
from noon one day to noon on the next
day. The situation of the line has been
j g ffi. POLEY,
located quite fortuitously—namely, by
the circumstance whether any given
Contractor and Builder, place was first reached by civilized
man journeying from the east or from
T R A P P E , PA
the west.
P ro m p t and accurate in building construction.
The discoverer brought with him the
E stim ates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
almanac from whence her came, and if
he came from the west the time in the
HAVE YOU
new country would be later, and if he
from the east it would be earlier
HEADACHE— came
than the time in the country he came
Letters Blur?
from.
America was reached by civilized
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT. man
voyaging westward and China by
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 High Ntreet. Pettstown, Pa. man traveling eastward, and the result
Is that the line that marks where the
Car fare paid on Gold Glasses
days begin lies between these two in
the Pacific ocean and, instead of being
j y j » . BARNDT,
a straight line, zigzags about, dividing
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
islands which happened to be discover
CONTRACTOR FO R ALT. K IN D S OF
ed from the east from those which
happened to be discovered from the
Brick and Stone Masonry, west.
C E M E N T IN G , C O N C R E T IN G , E T C E sti
There must still be many islands in
m ates cheerfully furnished and good work g u a r
that
ocean where it is not yet decided
anteed. W e S P E C IA L A T T E N T IO N TO
to which side of the line they belong
JO B B IN G .
3-6
and where, if one were put down, one
would not know whether It were to
day, tomorrow or yesterday.
There must also be many islands
there which, never having been per
manently occupied by civilized people,
change their day from time to time, so
th at a ship calling there coming from
China might arrive on Tuesday, while
D R .
D A V I S ,
Eye Specialist and Physician,
another ship calling at the same time
240 HIGH NT.«
POTT8TOWN. from America would arrive on Mon
SEC O N D FL O O R .
day. There must be people living so
near this line that by going a few miles
QHARLE8 N. BARNDT,
they can leave today and get into to
morrow or, by going back, can find
ARCHITECT,
yesterday.
W. SCHEUREN’S

JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,

A ttom ey-at- Law,
100» C O M M O N W E A L T H B U IL D IN G , 12th
an d C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
P h ilad elp h ia.
Telephones.

o .

L. EVA»«,

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
P lans and specifications carefully prepared.
P atro n ag e solicited.
2-7.

II.

8 . G. FINHB1NER,

Real Estate and Insurance,
L O A N S an d IN V E S T M E N T S , N O T A R Y

A ttom ey-at- Law,

P U B L IO . R O Y E R S F O R D , PA .

823 SW E D E S T R E E T ,
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

rjHIOMAN HALLMAN,

Attorney-at- Law,

The Line Thai Marks Where Day
Begins and Ends.

Jamaica’s Green Turtles.
An official of Jamaica in a report on
turtle fishing, which is the chief indus
try of the Cayman islands, says that
green- turtles display an extraordinary
sense of locality. It has happened
more than once th at turtles marked
with the initials of their captors have
escaped from their crawls in Grand
Cayman and within three months have
been recaptured at the fishing ground,
a distance of over 300 miles. The last
instance of this was when a crawl was
cut down and 200 turtles escaped.
Within three months thirty of them
were caught by different fishing boats
off the Nicaraguan coast.

An Imaginary Trip.
He—So Belle and Tom are not going
on a wedding trip after ail? She—No.
IT TRAVERSES THE PACIFIC. You see. the flat they’ve taken is so
near the size of a Pullman car that
they decided they could be ju st as un
JOHN S. HUWSICKfiR,
f h . Way This Important Boundary comfortable without the extra bother
Came to Be Established — Spots iof riding in one.—Boston Transcript.
Justice of the Peace,
Where Today, Tomorrow and Yester
RAHN S T A T IO N , P A .
C onveyancer and
Never joke the man who is always
day Are 8till a Confused Jumble,
General B usiness A gent. C le rk in g of sales a t 
joking everybody else. There isn’t
tended to. C harges reasonable.
I t Is evident th at the day m ust begin anybody in the world more sensitive
somewhere, though it is a confusing to ridicule.—Somerville Journal.
A^RTHER G. ASH,
thing to undertake to determine just
where, for one may go on and on
Justice of the Peace,
FAMILY DISPUTES.
around the world and never catch up
Real Estate and General Business Agent, with it. On the other hand, If we are
Mow They Were Once Settled by Fair
T R A F F E , P A . A ll kinds o f real e s ta te sold
on commission. R eal e s ta te purchased. Money hot careful in reasoning we will reach
Fight In Court.
loaned.
8-10
the absurd conclusion th at it Is Mon
In some parts of Germany in days
day noon and Tuesday noon a t the
gone by when the relations of husband
same time in any given place.
JJR. FRANK BRANORETH,
A w riter in the S t James’ Gazette and wife became strained, so to speak
treats this peculiar phase of the sub —in other words, when each returning
(Sueces8or to Dr. Chas, R yckm an,)
day gave birth to new squabbles and
ject in a very definite way.
DENTIST,
Seeing that as one moves westward the man’s hand was as ready as the
woman’s tongue—the couple were
ROY ERS F O R D , P A . P ra ctical D entistry a t the time gets earlier and earlier, so
honest prices.
th at when it is Monday noon in Lon brought before the magistrate, who,
don it is some time on Monday morn after listening to recriminations, or
J^R. 8. D. CORNI8H,
ing, in America, it follows that, if this dered them to prepare for the ordeal
principle were continued without limit by battle. The man was placed in a
DENTIST,
halfway round the world, a t the same cask, which was then nearly filled with
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
moment that it was Monday noon in sand, so that he was covered up to the
waist. In some towns a pit was kept
First-class W orkm anship G u a r a n te e d ; G as London it would be also twenty-four
adm inistered.
P rices Reasonable.
handy for the purpose, Just as the
hours
later—
th
at
is,
Tuesday
noon—in
Keystone ’Phone N o. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y*
London. As this is reductio ad absur- lucking stool was kept on Bankslde.
dum, we have to look for the limit, opposite St. Paul’s. When he was
whidh does, in fact, exist, on the prin thus half buried, the man received a
ciple th at as one moves westward the short stick for his right hand, while
time gets earlier and as one moves his left hand was tied up across his
seldom sees th e b rig h t side of life. I have added
to th e happiness o f m any th o u san d s of persons eastward It gets later..
chest. He was thus one armed and
afflicted w ith poor sig h t by providing th e
Before the circumnavigation of the could only deliver his blows if his op
proper glasses. T h a t is why m y 27 years’ of
practical work is crowned w ith th e approval of globe there Was no difficulty. When
ponent came near enough.
ffly patrons.
The lady put on a linen garment, the
Ion a Monday the sun stood over Lon
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
don It was Monday noon in London. right sleeve of which was lengthened.
210 D e k a l b S T R E E T ,
N O R R IS T O W N . .As the sun moved (to use the popular
In the end was tied up a stone. The
phrase) westward and stood a little sleeve ^projected about twelve inches
later over Dublin it became Monday beyond her hand. She had thus a for
P S. KOON8,
noon in Dublin, and so on until it midable weapon, but in order to use it
reached the western limit of the she had to get close, to her enemy.
S O H W E N K S V IL L E , P A .,
known world.
Now, observe the situation and the
Slater and Roofer,
When the sun passed over th at limit, chances. If she succeeded in bringing
And dealer in S late, S la te F lag g in g , G rey
©to. E stim ates furnished, w o rk con th a t was the end of noon for th at Mon the stone down upon her husband’s
tracted a t lowest prices.
llo o t
day, and nobody knew w hat the sun head, she might knock him senseless;
was doing until he reappeared on the she might even brain him, but in order
eastern limit of the known world, to do so she would expose herself , to
E D W A R D o v v io ,
the full blow of his stick. The battle
bringing with him Tuesday morning.
Ij
Painter and
I t is evident, therefore, th at while might, in fact, be settled by a single
Paper-Hanger,
the sun was in the unknown abyss be assault. But mark the craftiness of
O O I.LE G EV TL LE , P A . « - S a m p le s
tween west and east he dropped the at man. I t was better to make a woman
*iw av8on h a n d
823 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, OoLLBGKvmcLK, P a ., every evening
from 7 to 19; S a tu rd a y afternoons from 1 to 5.
1-25.

A DIMMED VISION

ridiculous than to knoex ner siny. xne
husband, therefore, if he was a philos
opher, did not try to hit his wife. He
warded her blows with his stick. He
tried to catch the sleeve upon his stick.
Then the stone flew round and round,
and the lady was caught. She could not
move, and the victorious husband
dragged her, unwilling, head first into
his cask.—London Queen.

TELESCOPE LENSES.
Astonishing Sensitiveness of These
Wonderful Glasses.
'W ith the exception of astronomers,
few persons have any idea of the won
derful sensitiveness of the lens of a
telescope. These marvelous artificial
eyes can be produced only by the ex
ercise of the most scrupulous care in
the selection of the glass itself, con
summate skill and inexhaustible pa
tience. The process of grinding and
polishing often occupies several months.
When the lens of a big telescope is
completed, it constitutes one of the
greatest marvels wrought by man.
An article in the Literary Digest de
scribes how the sensitiveness of a lens
was illustrated by Alvan Clark, the
greatest lensmaker America has pro
duced:
Mr. Clark walked down to the lens
and held his hand under it about two
feet away. Instantaneously a marvel
ous spectacle hurst into view. It seem
ed as if the great glass disk had be
come a living volcano, spurting forth
jets of flame.
The display was dazzling. Waving,
leaping, dancing, the countless tongues
of light gleamed and vibrated; then fit
fully, reluctantly, they died away, leav
ing the lens reflecting only a pure, un
troubled light.
W hat is It? How do you account
for the wonder? were the eager ques
tions. It is only the radiation of heat
alternately expanding and contracting
the glass. If the hand had been put
upon the lens Itself, the phenomenon
would have been more violent.
To a person ignorant of lenses the
almost supernatural sensitiveness of a
mass of glass weighing several hun
dred pounds is astonishing, but to the
scientist It is an everyday matter, for
he has instruments th at will register
with unfaltering nicety the approach
of a person fifty or a hundred feet
away.
His Share.
A gamekeeper found a hoy fishing in
his master’s private waters.
“You mustn’t fish here!” he exclaim
ed. “These waters belong to the Earl
of A.”
“Do they? I didn’t know that,” re
plied the culprit, laying aside his rod.
He then took up a book and com
menced reading.
The keeper departed, but on return
ing about an hour afterw ard found the
same youth had started fishing again.
“Do you understand that this water
belongs to the Earl of A.?” he roared.
“Why, you told me that an hour
ago!” exclaimed the angler. In sur
prise. “Surely the whole river doesn’t
belong to him? His share went fay
long ago!”—London Telegraph.
No Hessians Need Apply.
Aunt Sally Linnekln was looking ad
miringly at a collection of souvenir
postal cards brought back from Europe
by one of her summer boarders.
“Now, this one,” said he, showing a
handsome card, “is from Hesse, where
those Hessian soldiers came from, you
know.” Aunt Sally put down the cards and
rose up in intense indignation.
“Land sakes!” she exclaimed in hor
ror. “Did you go there?”
No Secret.
“Well, well,” exclaimed Miss Passay,
“so she’s twenty-five today. I guess it
would surprise her If I should tell her
I was the same age.”
“Oh, no,” replied Miss Knox; “she
knows that, of course.”
“She knows that I’m twenty-five?”
“No; that you were.”—Philadelphia
Press.
Diligence increaseth the fruit of tofi.
A dilatory man wrestles with losses.—
Hesiod.
The Number Three.
Three, which since the days of Py
thagoras has been the divine number,
Is not invariably fortunate, for, though
the fates are three, so also are the
furies. The graces are three, but so
also are the judges in hades and the
heads of Cerberus. Then there are the
records of three disloyal tribes in
Welsh history; there are the three rob
bers In Orion’s belt; there were the
three tyrants a t Athens, and 3 In
mythology Is as unlucky as it Is di
vine.
Rapid Change.
"My hair turned from raven black to
snowy white in a single night.”
“That’s nothing. I went into a pawn
broker’s shop once and stayed only fif
teen minutes. When I came out my
watch had turned from gold to silver.”
—London Tit-Bits.

WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C. April 28,1907.—
It is difficult even now, forty eight
hours after the springing of the
sensation, to measure the effect of
the Harrimau expose of his rela
tions with President Roosevelt. It
was certainly a surprise to the
President’s friends to learn that he
had ever been sufficiently intimate
with Harriman to write him with
“sincerest regard” or to invite him
again and again to come to Wash
ington in order that they might dis
cuss so important a matter as the
verbiage of a Presidential message.
If a railroad king and gambler has
sufficient influence to mould and
trim the language of a President
and especially such a President as
Theodore Roosevelt, it is indeed
time that the railroads should be
kicked out of politics and confisca
ted by the Government even at the
risk of gobbling the savings of
.orphans and widows. It has for
years been the common talk that
railroads owned state legislatures
and even the United States Con
gress, but when we have such
plain evidence that a vulgar grab
ber of railroads can exact such a
degree of consideration from the
President of the United States we
are cognizant of an unsuspected
depth of National degradation.
Fortunately the President is able
in a manner to save himself by the
written record.
The correspon
dence between him and Harriman
affords no evidence that be asked
Harriman for money and Harriman
must rely entirely on his own word
ta the effect that the President at
interviews asked for money. But
Mr. Roosevelt has unfortunately
been under the necessity of telling
too many different sorts of men that
they lie. Some of these men the
world believes to be truthful. The
President is without doubt one of
the most ingenuous talkers that
ever held a conspicuous office. He
apparently has nothing to conceal
from anybody as to his opinion or
views on any subject and it has
been pertinently suggested that it
would be of great benefit to *bim to
always have a stenographer behind
the screen. A verbatim transcript
of everything that the President
said and that he or she, would
settle many disputes and relieve
much doubt.
By this time nearly all of the Con
gressional excursion parties have
returned from Panama and when
the Secretary of War shall have
completed bis itinerary and handed
in his report of things embracing,
the Isthmus, the Cuban situation
and Porto Rico it is expected that
some things will be known about
what may be called the colonial
situation. By the way, it is not
improbable that before many months
there will be another, department
aDd another Cabinet officer who may
be termed, the Secretary of Colonial
Affairs. Of sixty or more members
of Congress who have gone to the
Isthmus since the adjournment
there is scarcely a discordant note
in the song of praise and approval
of conditions and work on the
Canal.
One or tw o , members of
Coogress are pessimistic.
Mr.
Rayner it seems had to pay $1.65 for
a thirty cent dinner and thereby
made the discovery of graft some
where and Mr. Burleson of Texas
got a pill box full of the clay froth
from the bottom of the pit sunk as
test for the Gatum dam and he says
that when the clay became dry it
crumbled.
Others of the party
however say that the conditions are
favorable to an earlier completion of
of the Canal than has been suspec
ted. It may take a few days or
years longer than even the opti
mists expect to complete the great
work, but if they continue to work
away at the present rate for a year
or two longer it is possible that the
habit* of digging and making the
dirt fiy will become constitutional
and chronic and gained so much im
petus that the miracle of a water

way betweon the two greatest
oceans will be an accomplished fact.
The complaint that by giving
charge of the work of digging the
canal to any army officer rampant
militarism was to be introduced on
the Isthmus has received a prompt
denial by Col. Goethals. In a speech
on March 16, shortly after he had
landed in Panama, he declared that
there was to be no militarism in his
conduct of the work. While he
proposes to organize the work some
thing after the manner of aoy army
with himself as chief and the en
gineers as Colonels, the foremen as
Captains and the men as privates
he did not expect to introduce army
discipline. He announced that be
had found that great progress had
been made since his visit there
with Secretary Taft
eighteen
months ago and gave due credit to
Engineer Stevens. This of course
was a happy way of introducing
himself to the people on the Isth 
mus with who Mr. Stevens has been
very popular. Col. Goethals’ speech
echoed the sentiment, if not the
actual words of the President who
said in his message on the Canal
that the work was to be regarded as
a war in which the earth and the
elements were opposed to the “army
of Panama. ’’
Senator Carter of Montana who is
a member of the postal commission
appointed to investigate the busi
ness methods of the Post Office De
partment has been engaged in that
work since the adjournment of Con
gress. There is much to be done
by the commission before the next
assembling of Congress when they
are to send in a report of their
findings.
One of the important
recommendations that may be made
at that time is for a permanent di
rector of posts who is to bold his
position irrespective of any changes
there may be in the office of the
Posmtaster General. The need of
having at the head of such a vast
institution a man trailed and fitted
for the work who will be outside of
politics and who will have charge of
the work permanently instead of
leaving it to the frequently changed
changed Postmaster General and
his Assistants or even worse to
various heads of bureaus, is ob
vious. In looking over the situa
tion in the Post Office, Senator
Carter says that expert accountants
will have to be employed to inves
tigate the records.
The charge
that the mail order department is
conducted at a loss of one thousand
dollars a day to the Government has
not been substantiated aDd it is
said that no official has been found
who could more than guess at the
loss in the second class newspaper
mail. All has been guess work, so
far, according to the Montana Sen
ator.
ENORM OUS GROWTH OF PORT
LAND CEM ENT INDUSTRY.

The production of Portland ce
ment in this country has increased
in thirty-five years from 3,000 bbls.
a year to 4,000,000 barrels last
year, aDd this with the prospect of
an increase during next year of
twenty per cent. Without being in
the bands of a trust, the prices
have increased in the past eighteen
months from fifteen to twenty per
cent from legitimate demand.
This enormous output for 1906
would be sufficient to build a firstclass cemeDt sidewalk five feet wide
three and six-tenths times around
the world, or build a sidewalk 456
feet wide reaching from Chicago to
New York.
The uses to which this material,
mixed with sand or crushed stone,
is put are almost unlimited. They
range from the smalles culvert to
the enormous concrete arches spaning our largest streams; from the
humblest cottage made of concrete
blacks, to the fines skyscraper and
office buildings built of reinforced
concrete.
A frightened soldier may throw
away bis arms, but he keeps his
legs to run with.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
—Calvin Frees, of Beckersville,
Pa., just planted 5000 strawberry
plants and 500 peach trees.

Ü T H E INDEPENDENTS
TERMS --- 91.00 PER YEAR
II
IN ADVANCE.
It

Thursday, April II, ’07
CHURCH SERVICES.
P arish of S t. P a u l’s M em orial P . E . Oh arch,
O aks, Perkiom en, A udubon. T he R ev. T. P.
E ge, recto r. S unday se rv ices: U nion C hurch,
A udubon, 10.46 a. m ., w ith H oly Comm union
first in m onths S t. P a u l’s, O aks, 3.80 p. m.,
w ith Holy Com m union th ird in m onth 8.30 a.
m. C hildren’s Evensong la s t in m onth 3 p. m.
S u n d ay School 2.30 p. m. T e ste d choir. F ree
sittin g s. C ordial welcome. T h e recto r, resid
in g a t O aks, will be pleased to receive calls for
v isitatio n or m in istratio n . A ddress O aks P. O.
E v an sb u rg M. E. C h u rch , R ev. S. B. G a rre tt
p astor. S ab b ath School, 9.30 a. m. P reaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and p ray er ser
vice, 7 p. m.
T rin ity R eform ed C huroh, Collegeville, Rev.
F . C. Y ost, D. D., p asto r. Services n e x t S un
d a y a t 10 a. m . S u n d ay School a t 9. Ju n io r
C h ristia n E ndeavor a t 2 p. m ., and S en io rC .
E . a t 7 p. m.
S t. L u k e ’s Reform ed C h u rch , T rappe, Rev.
S L . M essinger, S . T . D., pastor. S unday
School a t 8.45 a .m . P re ach in g every S unday a t
10 a. m. and 7.46 p. m. J u n io r E ndeavor prayer
m eetin g a t 2 p . m. Y . P . S. C. E. p ray er m eet
in g a t 6.45 p. m . Bible S tu d y m eeting on
W ednesday evening a t 8 o’clock.
A ll are
m ost cordially in v ited to a tte n d th e services.
S t. Ja m e s’ C huroh, L ow er Providence, Rev.
F . S . B allentine, rector. M orning service and
serm on, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
n in g service and serm on, 3.
Holy Com
m union, F irs t S unday in th e m onth. All are
oordially in v ited and weleome.
T rap p e C irc u it U n ited E vangelical C hurch,
R ev . G-eorge R. R iffert, pastor. Services
for th e com ing S a b b a th will -be as follow s:
T rap p e—P reach in g a t 10 a. in.; S u n d ay School
a t 2 p . m. L im erick—P reach in g a t 2.30 p.m .;
C . E. a t 7.30 p. m.; S u n d ay School a t 9.30 a. m.

—The Reading Company at its
Reading shops turned out 78 en
gines in March, and every one of
them is already doing service.
—A general fire alarm system
will be introduced in Pottstown,
and the box struck will be indicated
by blasts from a steam whistle.
—Royersford and Spring City
citizens furnished an ambulance to
convey sick and injured from those
towns to the Phoenixville Hospital.
—Returning from his honeymoon,
Ellwood Hart crushed a leg when
he went to work at the iron whoks
of J. Wood & Brothers’ Company,
in Conshohocken.

—A master painter in Pottstown,
where the building boom is only a
tender germ, was almost seized
with convulsions when he received
a letter asking him to bid on paint
ing 300 houses in one building
operation in Bethlehem.
Preaching in th e (ronbrldge Chapel.

Rev. Mr. Gracey, of Royersford,
will preach in tbelronbridge chapel
on Sunday evening, A pril 14. All
invited.

Home and Abroad.

C hanged His Position.

—Quite apparent at this writing

Calvin Noaker has quit his posi
tion at Geo. Burton’s store and is
now employed at D. H. Bartman’s
store.

—Winter may keep on lingering
until the Fourth-of July,

Gone W est.

John Culbert,' for a number of
—To the discomfort of June bugs
years assistant postmaster in this
and mosquitoes.
borough, ' left for the West on
—If you must throw stones don’t Tuesday.
pick ’em up
—On the highways; rather let
them roll about
—And keep horses and drivers
busy.
—Dirt roads without loose stones,
ruts, holes, some old wood, discar
ded tin cans, and waste paper,
—Might argue against “ modern
civilization; and that would never
do!
—From saying to doing is a long
way.—Italian.
—Pottstown’s Board of Health is
after the citizes of that town to
clean their premises.
—Henry J. Lauer, of Reading,
was crushed to death by cars
while making a coupling at Ruther
ford.

W ill C ontinue th e B usiness.

—Nearly $600,000 has been spent
to improve Reading sewers, and the
end is not yet.
—A woman’s tongue is only three
inches long, but it can kill a man
six feet high.—Japanese.
—Among the delinquent tax
payers in Pottstown who had to be
sued
was a salaried borough
official.
—The wife of W. H. Benifield,
one of the supervisors of Upper
Hanover township, has made 13
quilts in two and a half months, the
designs all different.

and

Steelton

are

S urprise Parties.

Two very pleasant surprise par
ties were given Saturday night.
About thirty frieuds of Misses Katie
and Emma Knapp tendered them a
surprise. ' A very pleasant evening
was spent by all.
Miss Mary Klausfelter was also
among the surprised, Saturday eve
ning. A large numberof her friends
from this vicinity and other places
enjoyed a very delightful surprise
party tendered in her honor.

---------- ■

=

Burning Accidents.

Mrs. William Mitchell, wife of a
well-known - citizen of Norristown,
was fatally burned at a brush fire at
noon Saturday. Her garments caught
fire from the blaze and she was en
veloped in flames.
•«.
Edith, four-year-year-old daugh
ter of Reuben Spielhoffer, of Conshohocken, was probably fatally
burned Saturday. The child was
playing about the house and reached
the stove, where its dress caught
fire.

Mrs. Merkel, widow of the late
Wm. Merkel, of this borough, will
Burglars O perate in Skippack.
continue the barbering business, in
Burglars
entered the post office
charge of her brother Carl Heineand
general
store of S. A. Metz, at
man.
Skippack, Friday night. The safe
was blown open. The noise of the
W edding Bells Will Ring.
explosion aroused the Metz family,
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Clamer, of
who occupy the same building. So
this borough, have issued invita
securely had the robbers barred
tions to the marriage of their
daughter, Alma Julia, to Ralph the door leading from the bouse to
Edgar Miller on Saturday evening, the post office and store that it was
some time before the postmaster and
April 20,1907.
his family could get to the scene.
Invitations are out announcing Wire had been used to fasten the
the marriage of Chartes U. Bean, door from the post offiice side. The
Mingo, and Laura Fronefield Jones, robbers took some small change,
at Hotel Beaumont, Tennessee Ave several watches and a few pairs of
nue, Atlantic City, on Wednesday, shoes.
April 17th, at high noon.

—Jacob Williams, of Yerkes, has
Horribly Mangled.
been physically indisposed for some
His
foot
being gripped in the frog
time on account of injuries received
of
a
switch,
Fireman Charles Fisher,
in falling from a load of fodder.
of Palo. Alto, was run down by a
- —A cook stove that he bought shifting engine at Bridgeport, Fri
when he went to housekeeping 41 day, and horribly mangled. So
years ago is still used by Samuel firmly was he wedged that it was
Schlegel, of Fleetwood.
necessary to raise fhe ponderous
machine and partially take it apart
—Afflicted with tuberculosis, five in order to recover his body. When
cows belonging to Robert Peiffer, of
the body was gotten out after more
Kissingers, Berks County, were than an hour’s work it was found
ordered to be killed.
that his neck was broken, as was a
—Mercy to him that shows it is leg at the ankle, where it had been
caught in the frog, while the other
the rule.—Cowper.
leg was twisted up his back.
—Eggs held for high Easter
prices, have tumbled to 16 cents in
Death*.
Berks county.
Sarah, widow of Abraham Koons,
The Republican Ward Worker’s
died
on Wednesday of last week at
Association, of Pottstown, has in
the residence of her son Isaac G.
dorsed Grant Boon's candidacy for
Koons, of Norristown.
The de
".Sheriff.
ceased was for a long time a resi
’—March was the banner wedding dent of Perkiomen township. The
month for years in Berks county, funeral was held' Sunday. Inter
as 142 licenses were issued by the ment at the cemetery of St. Luke’s
Register.
Reformed church, Trappe.
—The living the world owes a
man costs more to collect than it is
worth.—New York Times.

Appendicitis.

Im provem ents.

On Wednesday of this week Mar
ion, the ten-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Grater, of
Lower Providence was operated
upon for appendicitis by Surgeon
H. D. Beyea, of Philadelphia, assis
ted by Drs. ■Weber and HunsberProperty Sold.
Harvey M. Hellings, of Barren ger. The operation was entirely
Hill, has sold to Josiah Kerper of successful, and it is gratifying to
same place, a nicely located proper state that the little girl is doing
ty —a house and 5 acres of ground. well.
Sylvester Streeper, of the same
S ingular Accident.
vicinity, has sold to Harry Dager a
Daniel Froelich, a stove tender at
house and lot 6n Ridge aveout, and
a tract of 4£ acres at Ridge avenue fhe Warwick Furnace, Pottstown,
received probably fatal injuries
and Chestnut street, Marble Hall.
Thursday afternoon in a singular
accident.
Forgetting to close a
B ase Ball.
valve,
he
opened
an oven door, and
Ursinus opened the base ball sea
received
the
full,
force ,of hot air
son Saturday by defeating William
that
rushed
out
at
the terrific pres
son Trade School 8 "to 3, The game
for the first of the season was well sure of 700 pounds to the square
played and interesting. The real inch. He was hurled 100 feet, and
test of the strength of the team will besides having one of bis legs badly
come this week when Gettysburg, torn he received other severe in
the Carlisle Indians, Dickinson, juries.

—John Kneas, Norristown's old
est grocer, and his wife, recently
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary.
Two of their five Mercersburg
children, William and Jacob Kneas, played.
are school directory.

P assen g er tra in s leave Collegeville for P h ila
d elphia : 7.03, 7.45, 11.30 a m., 6.06 p. m. S u n 
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. F o r A llentow n:
7.46,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m . S undays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. id .

—From evidence

Insurance Com pany M eeting.

The annual meeting of the mem
bers of the Perkiomen Valley Mu
—Women can do everything be tual Fire Insurance Company will“
cause they rule those who command be held at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
on Monday, May 6, at 1 p. m.
everything. —French.

Extensive Fire a t Hospital for the
Insane.

Monday night fire destroyed Sec
tion No. 11 at the State Hospital for
the Insane at Norristown, causing a
loss of about $35,006, fully covered
by insurance. Very fortunately in-deed, the three hundred and fifty
male patients who were in the build
ing at the time were rescued. The
flames were.discovered shortly after
9 o ’clock in the basement of section
No. 11, and originated from a defect
in the heating apparatus which heats
the water for bathing the patients
after their days’ toil. In response
to an alarm the hospital corps re
sponded, but the fire bad gained
such headway that in an instant the
whole first floor was ablaze. When
the local firemen arrived they were
handicapped, owing to the darkness
and the unfamiliarity with the
water system of the institution. It
was some time before fire plugs
could be located.
Consequently
mueh valuable time was lost. The
building destroyed was 275 feet
long and 75* feet wide. It was
erected four years ago at a cost of
approximately $40,000. This amount
Samuel H. Ellis died Monday eve does not include the furnishing.
ning of heart failure at bis borne in
Providence Sqüare, aged 45 years. Sta ts o f O h io , C ity o f T oledo , I
He leaves a widow and one son and
L ucas C ounty ,
v 88’
one daughter. The funeral will be
F ra nk J. C hbnby makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Chenev
held on Friday, April 12, at 10 a. m. *theCo.
doing business in the city of Toledo,
Interment at Hillside cemetery; un County and State aforesaid, and that said
Arm
will
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
dertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
DOLLARS lor each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cared by the use oi H a ll ’s
Ca tarrh C u r e .
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
Doing Bnsinoss Again.
pr seuce, this 6th day of December. A. D..
“ Wtoen my friends (bought I was about to 1886.
----- .
A. W. GLEASON,
take leave of this world, on account of indi
SEAL. >
gestion, nervousness and general debility,"
’
Notary Pub ic.
writes A. A Chisholm, Treadwell, N. Y.,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally
“ and when it looked as if there was no hope
and
acts
directly
upon
the
bio
d and mu
left, I was persuaded to try Electric Bitters,
aud I rejoice to say that they are curing me. cous surfaces of the system. 8end for test!
I am now doing business again as of old, and monlals, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,O.
am rtiil gaining dally.’’ Best tonic medicine
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
on earth. Guaranteed by J , W. Culbert,
druggist. 50 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation

Attack on R ubbish.

Yesterday John Sherrick fore
man of the road bed of the Perkiomeu railroad,
and assistants,
cleared the vacant lot between the
I ndependent office and the railroad
of the unsightly rubbish that had
been accumulating there for some
time.
Mr. Sherrick warns those
who have been dumping their old
tin cans, paper, etc., on the lot, to
quit the practise and save trouble,
aud he is doing the right thing.
O peretta in Schwenksville.

The operetta “Pauline”, by Chas.
H. Gabriel, will be given by the
young people of Schwenksville and
vicinity in Bromer’s Hall on Friday
and Saturday nights, April 19 and 20
for the benefit of the Reformed and
Lutheran churches of that place.
The music is of a high order and
very attractive. It contains sweet
solos, brilliant duets and trios,
pleasing glees and inspiring chorouses. A rich vein of humor runs
through the entire operetta, adding
materially to its attractiveness.
Admission 15 and 25 cents. Re
served seats 35 cents, on sale at
Rahn’s store.
M asonic Lodge Anniversary.

The fiftieth anniversary of the
organization of Warren Lodge, No.
310, F. and M., of Trappe, will be
celebrated with appropriate cere
monies, followed by a banquet, on
September 5, 1907. The committee
in charge of arrangements is con
stituted as follows: M. R. Longstreth, Esq., Dr. J. W. Royer, H.
W. Kratz, A. D. Fetterolf, and Dr.
H. Keeley.
The venerable and
esteemed Dr. Royer, now in his 87th
year, is the only surviving charter
member of the Lodge. He will con
tribute to the anniversary exercises
a comprehensive history of the
organization.
Meeting of Ladies’ Aid Society.

The regular meeting oftheLadies’
Aid Society of Trinity church was
held in Fenton’s Hall, Monday eve
ning. After the business meeting
the society very successfully gave a
vaudeville in the presence of an
audience that taxed the capacity of
the hall. The program was as fol
lows: Acrobats, James Hamer and
George Barret; recitation, Bertha
Gristock; vocal solo Horning Challeo; German Comedian, C. A. Loder;
Farce—“ Dr. Cure-all” : Mr. Frank
Gristoek took the part of “ Dr. Curea ll”, Miss Hattie Fetterolf of the old
maid, Mrs. Geo. Clamer, Mrs. John
Barret, Mrs. Cballen, Misses Mabel
Hobson, Catharine Robison, Stella
Faringer and Dawn Thompson tak
ing the parts of patients. The next
features were moving pictures and
the siDging of the Star Spangled
Banner, which concluded the pro
gram. Mr. Loder as comedian was
very witty and heartily enjoyed by
all. The acrobats were very good
in gymnastic lines. George Barret
as clown was quite humorous. The
differentparts in the play were well
taken. Those who so well partici
pated in the attractive program
were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Fenton in their usual hospitable
manner. Ice cream and other re
freshments were served.
“Pneumonia's Deadly Work

had so seriously affected my right lung,”
writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of Rural Route
1, Georgetown, Tenn., “that I coughed con
tinuously nitiht and day and the neighbors’
prediction—consumption—seemed inevitable
until my husband bj ought home a bottle of
Dr Kiug’s New Discovery, which in my case
proved to be the only r ea l cough cure and
re. torer of weak, sore lungs. When all other
remedies utterly fail, you may still wio the
battle aua n.-t lung and throat troubles with
New Discov ry, the r ea l cure, Guaranteed
by J. W. Culbert, druggist. 50c. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.

The buildings and surroundings
on the Zimmerman farm, this bor
ough, have-undergone a veritable
transformation under the direction
of the new owner of the premises,
H. L. Saylor. The house, barn and
outbuildings have been substan
tially improved, the new lane ter
minating on Park Avenue will be
finished in due time, and a stone
arch bridge over the rivulet, that
courses its way near the house, is
being
constructed by O. K.
Schwenk. The improvemeuts made
and being made to the old farm are
attractive and noteworthy.
Mr. Geist, of Fifth auenue, has
had a barn constructed on the rear
of his lot.
Lutheran P reacher for M ennonite
C ongregation.

In the recent election of a pastor
by the Mennonite congregation of
Schwenksville, a Lutheran theologi
cal student was chosen pastor. The
church has been without a minister
for some time.
Two Mennonite
clergymen who had been chosen de
clined the call. For several Sun
days J. W. Schantz, of Vera Cruz,
Lehigh county a student in the
Lutheran Theological Seminary at
Mount Airy, Philadelphia filled the
pulpit and so well were the members
pleased that at their late meet
ing he was elected pastor. It is
understood that be will accept but
will finish bis course at the Mount
Airy Seminary.

PERSONAL.

Theo. Hallman, proprietor of the
Downingtown hotel, was in town on
Friday. Mr. Hallman fomerly re
sided in this vicinity and is well
known to many friends.
Mr. and* M rs/D onald Royer, of
Buffalo, N. Y., visited Mr. Royer’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Royer, of this borough, Saturday
and Sunday.
Mrs. J. T. Ebert and daughter
and Mrs. J. H. Hendricks are on
the sick list.
Rev. A. B. Stoner is recovering
from the effects of grippe.
Miss Eva Brooks and
Mr.
Streeper, and Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Berron, of Philadelphia, were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. f.
Clamer, Sunday.
Dr. H. O. Williams, of Lans
dale, was in town on Tuesday. The
Dr. is meeting with entire success
as a practicing physician.

Mrs. Cballen, of near Perkiomen
Bridge, gave a reception to a num
ber of friends on Wednesday even
ing of last week, in, honor of the
visitation of her sister Mrs. King,
of Meriden, Conn.
Mrs. Chappell has removed from
Eighth avenue to Miss Kelter’s
house in Trappe.
Mr. and Mrs. Heiss, who formerly
occupied part of Mrs. Preston’s
bouse on Main Street, have moved
to the house vacated by Mrs.
Chappell.
Joseph Livengood, of Black Rock,
Platinum Ore N ear Congo.
is now the assistant farmer at the
Because of the discovery of plati college.
num ore, near Congo, this county,
visions of vast wealth are enter Evansburg: and Vicinity.
tained by the farmers in that vicin
Prof. Jagu has moved into Miss
ity. As John W., Bauman, of Sassamansville, was visiting the farm of Gerber’s house.
David Martin, of Honeybrook,
his father, Jacob Bauman, a short
distance from the village of Congo, Chester county, was in town Tues
Y
a peculiar ore attracted his atten day.
tion, and he had four specimens
About twenty of Robert Mulanalyzed. He has just received re finger’s young chickens have disap
ports showing that the specimens peared. He thinks they were stolen.
contained platinum to the value of
Failing to get a single chicken
$17 to $51 a ton. The vein of ore is from 140 eggs, Abe Miller knocked
only ten feet underground, and Mr. his incubator to pieces with an axe.
Bauman will lose no time in devel
Mrs. Amanda Johnson and Miss
oping the mine, as platinum is in Belle Custer are visiting friends in
great demand and is worth $40 to the village.
$50 an ounce, or twice as much as
Ephraim Young has quit working
gold.
for Edward Burke.
H. H. Robison and John H.
Little Boy Drowned.
Casselberry appraised the personal
Last Friday the five-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Schmuck, property of the late Robert Blight,
on Tuesday.
formerly of Lower Providence, now
Charles Jones and John Wanner
of Lansdale, was drowned in the
are
working for the Bell Telephone
pond of an unused quarry in that
borough. He had been playing with Company.
little companions about the street
and the mother, having always
wisely cautioned them about dan
gerous places nearby, gave them no
special concern, until one of the
boy’s playmates came and told her
that Albert was missing,
Search
was instituted and several men
found the little body floating near
the surface of the pond. All efforts
at restoration were in vain.
The
funeral was held Tuesday, a char
tered trolley car conveying relatives
and friends to the Lower Providence
Presbyterian church, where inter
ment was made. Undertaker J. L.
Bechtel had charge of arrangments.
Meeting of W om an Suffragists.

A business meeting of the Norris
town and Collegeville Woman Suf
frage Association was held on Wed
nesday afternoon in Y. M. C. A.
parlor. Two new names were added
to the list of members. Mrs. Livezey reported that the proceeds of the
bread and cake sale amounted to
$51.58. To attend the county con
vention to be held in Norristown on
May 10, the following delegates
were elected: Mrs. Ellen C. Jones,
Mrs. Margaret Moser, Miss Martha
Simpson, Miss Isabel Walker, Mrs.
Robert Cameron, Mrs. Sarah H.
Longstretb, Mrs. Stoner, Mrs.
Elizabeth F. Hilles, and Mrs. Eliza
beth Jamison. Mrs. Mary R. Livezey was elected President for the
ensuing year, Mrs. Sarah Simpson,
Vice President,. Mrs. Martha Platt,
Recording Secretary, Miss Ellen L.
Thomas, Corresponding Secretary,
and Mrs. Sarah H. Longstretb,
Treasurer. Executive Committee- Mrs. Mary L. Roberts, Mrs. Ada F.
T. Dean, Mrs. Elizabeth F. Hilles,
Mrs. Ellen C. Jones and Mrs. Wil
liam Archer. A contribution of ten
dollars was sent to the National
Treasurer toward the fund of $100,000, that is being raised as a me
morial to .Miss Susan B. Anthony.
The treasurer was directed to send
$5.00 to the State Treasurer, and
the same amount to the County. Ad
journed until the first Wednesday
in October.

Items From Trappe.
Mrs. Stephen S. Tyson has just
completed a quilt, of the rainbow
design, which contains 3,861 pieces.
Mrs. Tyson has also finished a very
pretty velvet quilt.
Lottie M. Hale is visiting rela
tives at Little Oley, Berks county,
this week.
Mrs. John D. Saylor is on the
sick list. Her condition on Sunday
was serious.
Ralph Wismer visited his parents
in Reading, Sunday.
David G. Tyson attended a recent
meeting of the Kitchen Specialty
Company at Reading.
J. W. Wisler purchased a prom
ising youDg pacing horse at a sale
at Pennsburg, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Alderfer
have been visiting relatives and
friends in Philadelphia, the past
week.
Mrs. P. Yerger, of Oaks, visited
Mrs. Samuel F. Poley on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Garber, of
Philadelphia, spent Sunday with
his sister, Annie Garber.
Miss Hettie Hunsicker, of Oaks
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Keyser
on Sunday.
Beginning with Sunday April 7
and continuing until Sunday, April
14, will be self-denial week for the
members of the U. E. church.
L. H. Reber is entertaiog visitors
from Snyder county, Pa.
Large Colt.

Frederick . W. Smith, aged 17
years, of Cold Spring townshipi
Mercer county, claims to have the
largest colt in the world. When
six months old it weighed 940
pounds, and recently he received»
reward of $75 offered by a stock
food company for the largest colt
raised by a boy or a girl under 18
years of age.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
4 WEEK’S HEWS CONDENSED

Ironbridge Echoes.

Thursday, April 4.
The Silver Link Literary Society
Charlemagne Tower, American am- will bold its regular bi-weekly
assa<lor to Germany, arrived In New
meeting this Thursday evening.
ork on a month's vacation.
Charles E. Raueh, one of the leading All are welcome.
merchants of Lebanon, Pa., died sud
Carl Hunsicker spent Saturday
denly at his home in th at City.
and
Sunday visiting in Philadel
Noah Ernst, manager of a creamery
at Keedyvllle, Md., committed suicide phia.
shooting in a hotel at ChambersVisitors:—Messrs. Lewis and
hurg, Pa.
Jonas
Umstead, of Phoenixville;
Reuben Simmons, a 19-year-old con
Miss
Sherrick
of Norristown; Mr.
vict, hanged himself in his cell in the
prison a t Boston by making a noose Undercoffler, of Philadelphia; Mr.
from a sheet.
John Rawn, of Phoenixville.
The electric light and power house
The Silver Link Literary So
at the San Francisco Gas & Electric
company was destroyed by fire, entail ciety will give a drama in Eagle
ing a loss of $2,500,000.
Hall on the 27th of April. They ex
Friday, April 5.
pect to surpass their past high
Meyer L. Wilson committed suicide
by shooting himself in the head on the class performances. Do not forget
street in Kansas City,' Mo., in full the date—April 27.
view of pedestrians.
Thirty firemen were injured and
Jottings From Limerick.
$50,000 damage done by a fire th at de
stroyed a large paint and varnish
Messrs. Himes and Pohr have
warehouse in New York.
taken
possession of the hotel prop
Benjamin Thaw, a half brother of
Harry K. Thaw, donated $50,000 to erty. The late proprietor, D M.
the fund for the new building for the Kline, is about to remove with his
Western University of Pennsylvania family to Allentown.
at Pittsburg.
George Schutt and family, of LinB. G. Cavagua, former teller of the
First National Bank of Cincinnati, field, have moved into a part of
was convicted of embezzlement and H. F. Staffer’s house.
sentenced to six years in the Ohio
Mrs. H. C. Poley is visiting her
pentiary.
Saturday, April 6.
parents at Steinsville,' Lehigh
While suffering from insomnia and county.
ill health, Mrs. Clara Bothfeld, wife of
Levi Ziegler is having a barn
a new York broker, committed suicide
built on his farm. John B. Tyson
by drowning.
The Gananoqu® (Ont.) Inn, one of and bis son Isaiah are doing the
the best known summer hotels in Can mason work.
ada, was completely destroyed by fire,
Frank Aucby has secured a posi
entailing a loss of $100,000.
Mrs. M argaret Weikel, president of tion at the freight station at Spring
the Women’s Auxiliary of Sons of City.
Veterans of Pennsylvania, died at
Miss Edna B. Kline- and her
Shamokin from blood poisoning.
The federal grand jury in Chicago friend H. T. Linderman, spent Sat
found a second indictment against urday and Sunday with Miss Kline’s
John R. Walsh, former president of sister, Mrs. W. M. Zeller, in Phila.
the Chicago National Bank, charging
W. O. Taylor made a business
mismanagement of th at institution.'
Monday, April 8.
trip to New York, last week.
President Roosevelt is to be the fea
M. B. and D. B. Linderman
ture of the Jamestown Exposition’s
shipped
21 tons of baled hay to
opening day, April 26.
In a blaze which destroyed the H. Philadelphia, last week.
B. Newhall tide mill at Saugus, Mass.,
two men were burned to death, the
property loss being $25,000.
FROM OAKS.
After being on strike for a year, the
Death, the grim visaged monster,
union painters and paper hangers of
Shamokin, Pa., have made terms with has again - visited this community
their employers and returned to work. and removed one from amongst us
Northampton county (Pa.) commis who was well known, well liked,
sioners have awarded to McCormick &
Co., Philadelphia, the contract to build and a man among men;.’one whom
17,152 feet of state road from Naza we have always entertained the
highest regard and respect, a man
reth, Pa., to Bath for $28,600.
Tuesday, April 9.
among men, a sober, industrious
Thomas H. Clay, a grandson of tiller of the s o il; one who was a
Henry Clay, died a t his home a t Lex
friend to everybody, and everybody
ington, Ky., aged 65 years.
John and Bert Vaupel, Alfred Simon his friend, for who did not like Joe
and Irving Kaus were drowned a t Ot Rittenbouse ? Few indeed were
tawa, 111., by the capsizing of a boat.
they who did not like him. A pro
President Roosevelt received at the
White House the delegates to the nounced personality^ he made
Maryland conference of the Methodist friends wherever he went. With a
heart as big as an ox, as John Mc
Protestant church.
Colonel Thomas Sikes, city treasurer Bride said, and that heart beat re
of Huntington, W. Va., died on the sponsive in every' case of need.
street of th at city from a stroke of There was but one Joseph Rittenhouse, and there will never be an
paralysis.
Thomas J. Connors, of New Bruns other. He died Tuesday morning
wick, N. J., was killed and two others when the April days bad not fairly
injured by being struck by a Pennsyl made their rounds, dying suddenly
vania railroad locomotive at Jersey from a stroke or heart disease while
milking the cows. No man was
City.
more sincere, more true to his con
Wednesday, April 10.
Lester H. Jones, past exalted ruler victions than Mr. Rittenbouse, and
of the Elks, died suddenly a t Ottawa, no man held the esteem, the regard

?

Ill-

President Roosevelt has appointed
Oscar R. Handley as United States dis
trict judge for Alabama.
The secretary of the navy granted
Commander Robert E. Peary a leave
of absence for three years, the time to
be devoted to Arctic explorations.
Thrown into a state of nervous pros
tration by reading an account in a
newspaper of her supposed death, Mrs.
Louisa Duley, of Evansville, Ind., died
in hysterics.
The joiner shop a t the League Island
navy yard, Philadelphia,. containing
valuable patterns and furniture for the
battleship Kansas, was destroyed by
fire. Loss, $200,000.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In the
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm;
winter extras, $2.70®2.90; Pennsylva
nia roller, clear, $2.95@3.15; city mills,
fancy, $4.50@4.60. RYE FLOUR firm;
Per barrel, $3.65. WHEAT steady; No.
* Pennsylvania, red, 78@78%c. CORN
firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 53c. OATS
steady; No. 2 white, clipped, 48%c.;
lower grades, 46%c. HAY firm; No. 1
timothy, large bales, $21.50. PORK
steady; family, per barrel, $19.50.
BEEF firm; beef hams, per barrel, $19.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 16c.;
old roosters, 11c. Dressed steady;
choice fowls, 15c.; old roosters, 10%c.
BUTTER steady; extra creamery, 33c.
EGGS firm; selected, 19@21c.; nearby,
I7J4c.; southern, 15%@16%c. POTA
TOES firm; per bushel, 55@58c.
. BALTIMORE — WHEAT firm; No.
2 spot, 80%@81c.; steamer No. .2 spot,
7t%@75c.;
southern,
74%@78%c.
CORN firm; mixed spot, 61%@51%c.;
steamer mixed, 49@49%,c.; southern,
®0%@52%c. OATS quiet and easy; No.
* white, 48% @49c.; No. 3 white, 47%@
48c.; No. 4 white, 45%@46c.; No. 2
¡nixed, 47c.; No. 3 mixed, 46@46%c.;
No. 4 mixed, 45@45%c. BUTTER
Quiet; creamery separator extras, 30
@31c.; held, 24@25c.; prints, 31@32c.;
Maryland and Pennsylvania dairy
Prints, 20@21c. EGGS easy; fancy
Maryland and Pennsylvania, 16c.; Vir
ginia, 16c.; West Virginia, 16c.;
southern, 16@15%c.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE steady; choice^ $5.80@6;
Prime, $5.60@5.75. SHEEP steady;
Prime wethers, $5.60@5.80; culls and
common, $2.50@4; lambs, $5@7.35;
veal «ùvee, $7@7.50. HOGS slow;
i I tS 0 heavies, mediums and Yorkers,
'■“ O: n iff* . Sfi

fiS

badly fooled. A snow storm Mon
day morning, and cold enough Tues
day morning to freeze the nickel
plating off an ordinary sized heater.
Snowflakes in the air this. Sunday
morning and pur right eye was well
shut up with fur off thegroundhog’s
off ear. Tob cold to rain; and snow
made an effort to reign.
Some farmers have planted pota
toes, and we were told Senator
Knox's coachman planted out some
early cabbage and the next day the
plants resembled the color of a
poorly tanned side of sole leather.
There’s snow in the air and it must
come out, and just now that is about
all that there is in the air.
There’s a great deal of hot air
over Roosevelt, and should it reach
one hundred and fifty in the shade
Teddy will not be able with all his
strenuosity to refuse a third term.
Well, the first term came by acci
dent—the death of McKinley, and
only one term was by the voice of
the people; or, we might better put
it, the votes of the people.

of the community so well as did he
His death came almost as a shock
and we can scarcely realize that he
is dead. DeajS in the early spring
time, dead to go no more in or out
To see him no more. But death is
the debt we all must pay sooner or
later. We are only pilgrims here,
strangers at the best of times. It
is not the uncertainties of life, but
the certainty of death, and we are
here to-day and gooe to-morrow
and it is an o ’er true tale, we do not
know what the morrow will bring
forth. Mr. Rittenbouse was a life
long Democrat and was at one time
a School Director here in the town
ship. So well was he thought of
that when nominated for office bis
Republican friends having the
greatest confidence in him and
knowing him to be a man capable to
till the position, voted for him. Joe
was a man, a true born American
and we can only say some time we
too must go and cross the Silent
River, and may our final statemen
be as good, as fair a record of our
deportment as that of Mr. Ritten
house’s. Mr. Ritten house was buried
in the burying ground of the Provi
dence Presbyterian church, Satur
day. Good-bye, old friend, good
byev There’s a chance we’ll meet
again; in that happy home beyond
the sky where they never say good
bye. Our sympathy goes out to the
bereaved family.
Mrs. Mary A. Stoll was buried
Wednesday afternoon in the bury
ing ground of the Green Tree
church. Her funeral was largely
attended, as she had a host of
friends and relatives. The Rev
Mr. Meyers of Geiger’s Memorial
church preached the funeral ser
mon. Rev. Mr. Meyers was as
sisted by the Rev. Mr. McKee, pas
tor of the Green Tree church.
A few queries: What has become
of the Acorn Literary Society ? Has
it busted ? What has become of the
Oaks base ball toam ? And when,
oh, when will we have a bit of good
road down in this coruer of the
township ’?
Well, this is April weather with
a vengeance and we were fooled,

eport
OF THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE
VILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLE, IN
THE STATE OFv PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS, MARCH 22, 1907.
RESOURCES.
L oans and disco u n ts................................ $26,232 86
U. S. Bonds to secure circu latio n ......... 7,000 00
P rem ium s on U . S . Bonds .....................
806 25
Bonds, securities, e tc .............................. 27,692 75
B an k in g house, fu rn itu re, and fixtures 7,384 05
Due frorii N atio n al B anks (not reserve
a g e n ts )........./ .......................................
176 80
D ue from s t a t e B anks and j a n k e r s . ..
103 99
Due from approved reserve a g e n ts ....... 9,754 96
Checks and o th er cash ite m s.................
10 00
N otes of o th er N atio n al B a n k s ............
310 00*
F ractio n al p ap er currency, nickels,
and ce n ts............................... ... .7 ....
43 07
L aw ful Money R e serv efn B ank, viz:
S p e c ie ................................... $2,971 65
L eg al-ten d er n o te s .............. 780 00— 3,751 .55
R edem ption fund w ith U . S. T reasu rer
(5 p er cent, of circu latio n )....... .
350 00

I1JBL1C SALE OF

.
The annual meeting of the members K
N
of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In
o t ic e

surance Company of Montgomery County
will be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
Collegeville, on Monday, May 6, 1907, at 1
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of electing
thirteen managers to serve for the ensuing
year.
A. D. FETTEROLF,
4-U.
_
Secretary.
o r m ale.

F

Choice Red and Alsike Clover seed at
LANDES BROS., Yerkes, Pa.

TONE FOR SALE.
S ' Good building stone. Apply to
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa.
.
Good hatching eggs of White Wyan
F
dotte strain at 3 cents each at
o r sale

ROBERT B. MULFINGER’S
White Wyandotte Poultry Yards,
3-14
Evansburg, Pa.
o r hale .

F
ing.

3-14

E

Golden Wyandotte eggs for hatch
15 eggs for-$l. Apply to
B. F. EVES, Collegeville, Pa.

gg s f o r h a t c h in g .

Eggs for hatching

from Rhode

Sanderson and Huston appear to Island Red chickens—15 for 76 cents. Eggs
be in the mustard up to their ekrs, from Light Brahmas—15 for 50 cents. Ap
JACOB BOWERS, Trappe, Pa.
which proves conclusively that it is ply to
not well to put too much confidence
n mortal man, for he ,js apt to
OK SALE.
swerve from his righteous ways at F '25 fine feeding stioats and a lot of
extra
nice brood sows, at
the expense of his immortality. Yet
BECKMAN’S HOTEL, TRAPPE.
if men cannot be honest, they should
try to be as honest as they can.
o r sa le.
Benjamin Famous is a candidate
Eggs for hatching from pure Black
for mail carrier when the new rural Minorcas: 75 cents per setting. Apply to
T. LLOYD, Oaks, Pa.
route is established, with Oaks as 3-28-4t.
the distributing office. Mr. Famous’
has had several years experience in
o r sa le o r r e n t .
the post office business, as he was
Late residence of the undersigned
assistant or deputy postmaster un situate in the borough of Trappe. ApPR . ROYER.
der Mr. Francis and is therefore ply to
well qualified for the position he
seeks. As he was born and bred I.'.OK RENT.
and brought up in this neighbor .F A part of a house, near Trappe:
hood he is familiar with every road s t a b l i D g for one horse, chicken yard, and
garden. Apply to
and by-way in the township.
MRS. IDA Y. HARLEY,
Trappe, Pa.
Walter Voorhees has moved to 3-28.
Coatesville, where be has employ
or rent.
ment.
A part of a house—seven rooms—and
Milton Campbell will move to stable,
on Second avenue, Collegeville.
Reading, as he is employed there. Apply to
-, _
A. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.
His father will move in when Milton
moves out.
Mrs. Milton Campbell and Mrs.
or rent.
Frame dwelling house on Fifth ave.,
Astor Schayer were in Reading,
Collegeville. Immediate possession. Ap
Saturday.
ply to
A. D. FETTEROLF.
Miss Myrtle Rambo and Breta
Nichols were visitors to Phoenix
n tate n o t ic e .
ville, Saturday.
Estate of William Merkel, late of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jones,* Miss Katie Borough of Collegeville, Montgomery
Shull and Morris Henry visited county, deceased. Letters of administra
tion on the above estate having been
Atlantic City, Sunday.
granted the undersigned, all persons in
Barnard McMinnaman, of Valley debted to ’ said estate are requested to
Forge, is on the sick list, bis com make immediate payment, and those hav
plaint bordering on pneumonia. ing legal claims, to present the same with
delay to
. .
,
Mr. McMinnaman is well along in out ANNA
MERKEL, Administratrix,
Collegeville, Pa.
years.
attorney, O. L. Evans, Norristown,
The ladies of the Port Kennedy Or her
Pa.
4-ll-6t.
Presbyterian church will hold a
bazaar in the hall at Port Kennedy
ntate n o t ic e .
on April 18, 19, 20. Proceeds for
Estate of Joel H. Harley, late of Up
the benefit of the church.
per Providence township, Montgomery
The base ball fever has broken county, deceased. Letters testamentary
out badly in Port Kennedy, and the on the above estate having been granted
the undersigned, all persons indebted to
Port Kennedy Giants and the Port said
estate are requested to make immedi
Kennedy Stars will cross bats April ate payment, and those having legal
27th, and a lively game will result, claims, to present the same without delay
MRS. IDA V. HARLEY,
no doubt. The Port Kennedy ball to
Testatrix, Trappe, Pa.
teams have engagements sufficient Or her attorneys, Evans, Dettra and
to last them all the season.
Brownback, Norristown, Pa.
3-21
The flag factory will supply the
flags for the order of Elks parade
N THE ORPHANS9 COURT OF
next summer. It is a very pretty
Montgomery County.
flag, with the head of an Elk in the
In the matter of the Estate of Oliver S.
Pennapacker, deceased.
centre.
To the heirs, legatees, creditors and
They say it is time to plant sweet other persons interested in said estate:^
Notice is hereby given that M. B. Lind
peas. Well, possess your soul in
Administrator, has filed in said
patience, in peace, and it may be erman,
Court his petition praying for an order ot
summer time by and by.
sale of the Real Estate of said decedent
The proprietor of the meat market described in said petition at private sale
payment of debts.
folded his hams and shoulders and forExceptions
thereto or objections made
left the old stand; stand as before. to granting the same, must he filed before
Business was entirely too slow for- the 19th day of April, A. D., 1907.EVANS, DETTRA & BROWNBACK,
him.
Attorneys for Petitioner.
Miss May Weikel had an oper E. J. Caine, Glerk of the Orphans’ Court.
4-4-2t.
ation performed for a growth or
lump in her side brought about by
overtaxing her strength. The oper
POLITICAL.
ation was successful and she is do
ing as well as could be expected.
OR COUNTY TREASURER.
Prof. Charles Ellis preached a
very good sermon in theGreen Tree
Horace P. Keely,
church Sunday morning. His text,
Let your light shine. Prof. Ellis SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. Subject to Re
publican rules. Primary election, Satur
will lecture in the hall, Phoenix day,
June 1, 1907.
ville, some time this month.
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FRESH COWS!
ALSO EIGHT STOCK BULLS.

Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, APRIL 17, 1907, at the Suunyside Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., 20 fresli
cows and springers, direct from Clarion
connty, Pa. Also 8 fine stock bulls. Sale
at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, anct

T o ta l .......................................................... $83,01$ 27
L IA B IL IT IE S .
C a p ital stock paid i n ................................ $25,000 00
U ndivided profits, less Expenses and
ta x e s p a id .............................. ’. ..........
267 54
N atio n al Bank notes o u tstan d in g ......... 7,000 00
Due to o th er N atio n al B a n k s ................ 1,100 56
In d iv id u al deposits su b ject to c h e c k ... 32,083 95
Savings d e p o s i t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 16,917 31
C ash ier’s checks o u tstan d in g ,.................
646 91
T o t a l ..................................
$83,016 27
S ta te of Pennsylvania, C ounty i
of M ontgom ery,
$ *
I, W . D. R enninger, C ash ier of th e above
nam ed bank, do solemnly sw ear th a t th e above
sta te m e n t is tru e to th e b est of m y knowledge
and belief.
W . D. R E N N IN G E R , C ashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me th is 28th
day of M arch, 1907.
JO S E P H C. L A N D E S , N o tary Public.
My commission expires Ja n u a ry 28,1911.
C orrect—A t t e s t :
F R A N C IS J . C L A M E R ,
M O N TG O M ER Y B. L IN D E R M A N ,
J O H N U . F R A N C IS , JR .,
,
Directors.
Commenced business F e b ru a ry 14,1907.

pUBJLU.’ SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, APRIL 17, 1907, at Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, one carload of fresh cows
direct from Clinton county. These cows
are one of the best lots I have ever selected
for the farmers and dairymen ol Mont
gomery county. As to sizes and shapes
and milk and butter qualities they are
hard to beat. Come early, gentlemen, and
look them over and you will bid at aud
buy them. Sale at 1.30. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
jpUBLIC MALE OF

Personal Property!

Will be sold at public sale on TUES
DAY, APRIL 16, 1907, on the premises of
the late Albert Pawling, deceased, on
Germantown pike in Norritou township,
below Fairview Village, the following
personal property of said decedent: Sorrel
horse, 12 years old; 2-seated no
lop carriage with pole; top buggy,
MNEAL STATEMENT OF A. T.
A1JLEBACH, Treasurer o t
[nearly new,in good repair; several
the Borough o f C7oJlegeville9
other carriages and wagons, set
of double carriage hanness, set single har
Montgomery County, Pa. ness,
other
harness, several straps of
F O R T H E Y E A R E N D IN G M A R C H 14,1907. sleigh bells, 2 horse blankets and other
horse goods, and many, other articles to
be found about a farm. Also all the
G E N E R A L FU N D .
household goods, comprising some pieces
T o tal am o u n t of ta x d u p lic a te ............... $1165 29 of rare old antique furniture and china,
E x o n e ra tio n s............................... .$ 5 64
notably—a walnut cbeffonier, claw-foot
A b a te m e n ts.................................... 36 14
table, antique desk, secretary, mahogany
Com m issions................................... 14 19
T axes u n p a id ................................. 215 54—$ 271 51 deal table, cherry deal table, small round
A m ount received from collector,
893 78 card table. There are a number of pieces
T axes o f 1905 ............................................
13 96 that would interest collectors. Brussels
carpet, 25 yards rag carpet and other car
T o tal am t. received from collector, $ 907 73 pets, sofas, chairs, stoves, pipe, marbletop
B alance in treasu ry from la s t y e a r ......... 97 94 table, large mirror, other mirrors, bu
C ash rec’d from liquor licenses................. 360 00
reaus, lamps, hat rack; lounge, extension
**
** S chuylkill T raction C o.
a n n u i t y ........................... 100 00 table, desks, beds and bedding, and every
“
** P rem ium Foreign In s.,
5 28 thing to be found in a well furnished
“
“ In te re s t on d e p o s its ....« 16 80 house. Sale at l -o’clock p. m. Terms:
*•
" by sale of sa n d ...............
s 65 cash.
ISAAC J. SHEPARD,
*•
“ by M rs. H. H. K o o n s... 500 00
Ad ministrator.
“
" Del. & A tlan tic T . & T.
David
Kratz,
auct. Freas Styer, a tt’y.
Co., pole t a x ................ 118 60

A

M
M

**. F ines of au to m o b iles.. . .
5000
/ '* S chuyl Val. T ra c . Co.,
l 00
a g re e m e n t...................
“
“ U p p er Providence twp.,
use of r o l l e r ................
6 00
Deficit iu general fu n d ................. 210 87

J ARGE PUBLIC HALE OF

Personal Property!

$2376 67
D IS B U R S E M E N T S —G E N E R A L FU N D .
W ork on H ig h w a y s:
L ab o r aud hauling.
.$ 386 06
R epairs to M ain S t.
C rushed stone,
$715 80
R epairs to M ain S t.
widening g u tte r,
277 16— 992 96
M. N B arn d t, bal. on Main St.
sew er........................................ 74 00
M iscellaneous..............................
86 18
Cost of m acadam izing F ifth
A venue, E a st........................ 296 87—$1836 07
L ig h tin g :
O il..................................................... $113 58
R e p a irs....................
9 96
New L a m p s ................................
2 60
A tten d in g lam p s....................... 213 78—$ 339 82
M iscellaneous :
P rin tin g and p o sta g e .................$ 12 75
A utom obile officers.................... 21 25
H all and lockup r e n t................ 32 00
18 78—$ 84 78
Oil tan k house.............................
S a la rie s:
'H orace Rim by, c le rk ................ $ 25 00
A. T. A llebach, tre a su re r......... 25 00
Jo n a th a n H oyer, pole inspector 20 00
A. H. H endricks, solicitor......... 25 00
J . H . B artm an , h ealth officer.. 15 00
A u d ito rs ........................................
6 00—$ 116 00

CONSISTING’OF EVERYTHING ON A
300 ACRE FARM.
Will be sold on MONDAY, APRIL 15,
1907, on the premises, known as the Getty
or Poth farm, on Germantown pike, near
Hartranft Station, in Norriton township,
Montgomery county, Pa., 8 superior mules,
M B 2 good horses, Registered cow, 22
shoats, 3 turkeys, 1 gobbler, l
,3 hay wagons, 3 in. tread, I
3 locks and seat complete,'
by Rush; 1 heavy wagon, with body aud
ladders, carry 5 tons; 1 low down handy
wagon with flat; 1 light truck wagon
with springs, one-horse shelving wagon,
dearborn, cart, bob sled,\3 wheelbarrows,
8 H. P. gasoline engine, mounted, Cham
pion thresher No. 3, Ohio shredder, 13-in.
knife; New Holland feed grinder, large
circular saw. This set of 5 pieces are
practically new and complete—an outfit
for a good business man or an up-to-date
farmer. Champion binder, 3 Champion
mowers, 3 horse rakes, 3 tedders, swathe
gleaner, Missouri grain drill, 2 land roll
$2376 67 ers, Tiger corn planter, 2 Kemp manure
BO N D A C C O U N T—R E C E IP T S .
spreaders, seed sower, 10 Syracuse and
other plows, 4 springtooth harrows, 2
T o ta l am o u n t of ta x d u p lic a te .................. $529 57
A b atem en ts.........................................$16 42
Acme harrows, 4 riding cultivators, 2
,E x o n e ra tio n s..................................... 2 67
weeders, 4 American cultivators, 4 1-horse
C o n T m issio n s.....................
6 45
cultivators, 20 forks, all kinds; 10 barn
T ax es u n p a id ..................................... 97 86—$123 30 and other shovels, 4 grub hoes, picks,
A m t. received from collector
$406 27 axes,, bars, crosscut and other saws,
T axes o f 1905....................................
6 34 grindstone, 2 grain cradles, scythes, meas
ures, 2 and 3 bushel baskets, hay and other
T o ta l am t. rep’d from collector..
$412 61 knives, baskets, boxes, old iron, 6 mixing
B alance in treasu ry from la s t y ear.
378 16 troughs, 15 feet long; 30 feet extension
T otal
$790 77 and other ladders, feed chests, harpoon
hay fork, 225 feet rope, 6 pulleys, 70 feet
D IS B U R S E M E ST S .
hay ropes, log chains, 140 cow chains, lead
spreaders, wagon jacks, single and double
In te re s t on bonds ........................ $260 00 T axes on b o n d s.............................. 26 60—$286 60 trees, 200 sawed posts, 52 split posts, new
B alance in tre a su ry ............................ 504 17 gate, 12 feet; scrap iron, old lumber, wood,
etc. Harness—Single and double, light
$790 77 and heavy. 7 sets good stage harness,
G E N E R A L STA T E M E N T .
silver-plated double driving harness, 3 sets
T o ta l valu atio n of tax ab le property, $423,715 00 dearborn harness, cart gears, 2 sets light
single harness, 10 sets fly straps, collars,
L IA B IL IT IE S .
bridles, halters, blankets, robes, etc. 1000
Bonds o u tsta n d in g .............. . .$6,500 00
N ote Mrs. H. H . K oons............ 500 00—$7,000 00 bushels corn, 2000 bundles fodder, 150
bushels oats, 50 bushels rye, screenings, 15
T a x R a te—2% mills for borough purposes.
tons hay, oats straw, 50 bushels seed
1% mills for bond purposes.
potatoes, large cask, 50 barrels capacity,
A SSET S.
cost
$120; large tank, 2000 gallons, with
T axes o u tstan d in g 1906, general, $215 54
“
“
M bond,
97 86—$313 40 lead basin, windmill pump, a complete
outfit, in first-class condition; and many
L ien No. 1 for c u rb in g ............... $-304 20
** *• 2 “
....................... 267 54— 571 74 other articles not mentioned. It is well
Pole ta x , U n ited Tel. & T el. Co. $102 00
worth while for purchasers to attend this
“
P o stal Tel. C o ............
96 00— 197 00 sale, as the goods were bought new by the
B alance in tr e a s u r y ......................
293 30 late F. A. Poth, used two years, and will
jjiOR COUNTY TREASURER.
T o ta l.........................................................*1375 44 now positively be sold, as the farm has
been sold and the owner has no further
We. the undersigned auditors of the borough use
for the personal property. Come early
of Gollegevllle, have audited the above ac as the
sale will begin on time, at 12 o’clock,
Wm. M. Hagrginbothom, counts and find them correct.
sharp.
HOWARD F. TYSON,
OF UPPER PROVIDENCE. Subject to
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
GEO. A. LIVENGOOD,
Republican rules.
Agents.D. H. GRUBB,
David Kratz, auctioneer.
Auditors.
riOR SHERIFF,
i r e t a x n o tice .
Charles E. Swartz,
The members of the Perkiomen Val
N
E
W
1
9
0
7
ley
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
OF JENKINTOWN. Subject to Republi
Montgomery
county are hereby notified
can rules.
that a tax was levied bn March 1, 1907, of
$1.50 on each one thousand dollars for
Are here. AU best makes. $17.50 to $80.00. which they are insured, to pay losses sus
OR SHERIFF,
The Raeyele, easiest running bike tained. Payments will be made to the
F
collector or to the Secretary at bis office
made.
Grant M. Koons,
in Collegeville.
TIRES, $1.00 up. Try our repair shop.
Extract from Charter: And if any mem
OF POTTSTOWN Subject to Republican
BASE BALL GOODS.
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect
rules.
FISHING TACKLES.
to pay his or her assessment within 40
days after the publication of the same, 20
per cent, of the assessment will be added
OR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50
F
days
then his, her, or their policy
149 W. Main St., Next to New Post Office, shall longer,
J. Ambler Williams,
have become suspended until pay-1
ment shall have been made.
OF NORRISTOWN PA.. Subject to Re4-4-6t.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said
publican rules.
tax will date from March 12, 1907.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
jlOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
» . A V. F. NAYLOR,
IOR RENT.
AGENTS FOK THE CELEBRATED
C. S. Sheive,
F « 95 ACRES with good buildings,
near Port Providence 'Station on the
OF NORRISTOWN, Subject to RepubSchuylkill Division of the Pennsylvania
lican rules.
R. R. This farm is known as “Garden
Spot,”
and we believe it well worth the
piO R SHERIFF,
inspection of any good man looking for a
-AND THE—
farm to rent.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Chauncey J. Buckley,
LION FfeNCE.
39 E. Main Street,
OF HATFIELD, PA. Subject to RepubNorristown, Pa.
Both
are
among
the
very
best
fencing
on
lican rules.
the market and for cheapness and durability
cannot be excelled. For i-articu are apply to
ANTED.
n O R DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
Baled wheat or oat straw.
J. G. & V P SAYLOR,
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,
Near Eagleville, Pa.
Theodore Lane Bean,
Mattress Manufacturers,
Norristown, Pa.
R.
D.
No.
1,
Norristown.
Bell
’phone,
45-M.
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
204 West Marshall Street.
3-28 .
3 28 8m.
lican rules.
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Bitten By a Spider.

. Through blood poisoning caused by a
spider bite, John Washington, of Bosqueville, Texts, would have lost his leg, which
became a mass of running sores, had he not
been persuaded to try Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve. He writes: “ The first application re
lieved, and four boxes healed all the sores.’9
Heals every sore. 25 cents at J. W. Culbert’s, the druggist.
OTICE.
Notice is hereby given that au ap
N<
plication will be be made to the Governor

of the State of Pennsylvania on Monday,
the22d day of April, 1207, by Irvin H.
Bardman, Henry T. Hunsicker, Samuel E.
Hughes, George Duun, John H. Dager,
and others, citizens of Pennsylvania, un
der the Act of Assembly of the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania, entitled, “AN
ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE INCOR
PORATION AND REGULATION OF
CERTAIN CORPORATIONS” approved
the 14th day of May, 1899, and supple
ments thereto, for the charter of an in
tended corporation to be called the “PER
KIOMEN VALLEY TRACTION COM
PANY,” the character and object of
which is to build and operate an electric
railway, beginning at the intersection of
Main Street and Clamer Avenue in the
Borough of Collegeville and extending
through same to the Perkiomen (Gravel)
turnpike road and through, over ana
along the same through the township of
Perkiomen, Borough of Schwenksville,
townships of Frederick and Marlborough,
and through the Borough of Green Lane
to its terminus at the intersection of said
turnpike road with the Springhouse and
Sumneytown Turnpike road, all in Mont
gomery county, and having a length of
about eleven and four-tenths miles; and
for these purposes to have, possess and
enjoy all the rights, benefits and privi
leges of the said Act of Assembly and its
supplements. Articles of Association on
file in State Department a t Harrisburg.
4-4.
N. H. LARZELERE, Solicitor.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

ing line or fling him a nod of friend
THE GREAT “ WAR COMET.”
THE BREADFRUIT TREE.
ship as she passed the depot. Instead
each week he heard more of Nellie’s Many Ways In Which This Strangs Its Fiery, Spreading Tail Was Fifty
USE CUTLBERT’S ---social popularity. The boys at the new
Asiatio Plant is Utilized.
Million Miles Long.
suspender factory organized a club and
The breadfruit tree is a native of
The wonderful “war comet” of 1861
gave a dance. Nellie was the belle of southern Asia, the south Pacific islands
sprang
so suddenly into view and
the evening. Miss McCarthy, who had and the Indian archipelago. In appear
By Margaret Lester.
come over to the cottage to do some ance it resembles somewhat the wild blazed with such unexampled bril
scrubbing, told him all about it, con chestnut. I t grows to the height of liancy as to astonish the astronomers
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
cluding with a graphic description of forty or fifty feet and has dark green and frighten those unlearned in come
Copyright, 1907, by Homer Sprague.
the wonderful new frock which Nellie leaves, many of them two feet In tary lore half out of their wits. The
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
For a minute it seemed to him as if had ordered from the city.
length, which are deeply divided into unlearned declared that the civil war,
which
was
ju
st
getting
well
under
That
afternoon
the
weather
changed
his beautiful plans were tumbling about
pointed lobes.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
bis ears, just as the card houses of his suddenly. The snow came down first
Hidden among the great leaves the headway, must have something to do
childhood had fallen flat a t the mo in a soft swirling cloud, then with breadfruit grows. I t is a sorosls, is with it. However this may be, it
ment when victory perched on their crisp, needlelike Insistence. Tom threw nearly spherical, often weighs four or burst forth, unheralded and uninvited,
gable ends. But as the boy had pa more coal Into the depot stove and made more pounds and has a thick yellow shining with greater brilliancy and
tiently rebuilt the card houses, so now t quick run home to take the gerani rind. This fruit is the chief food of the magnitude than any phenomena of a
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Tom Graham resolutely set to rear ums out of the window. When he south sea islanders. They seldom eat similar nature which that generation
anew his air castles of matrimonial eame back to the station he knew that a meal without it. The eatable part had ever seen.
On the night of July 3 of that year
a blizzard was closing down on Ridge lies between the rind and the core and
bappiness.
“Of course, Nellie, I’d rather you field. He wondered how Nellie would when fully ripe is yellow and juicy. it exhibited a most wonderful spec
wouldn’t work at all. No real man get home, and then Syracuse called, I t is better for fruit before it has fully tacle. In the evening the nucleus did
likes his wife to earn her living. But and he had to put his thoughts on his matured, and the natives gather it not appear to be larger than a star In
the first or second magnitude. As the
If you’re set on staying at the factory work.
while the pulp is white.
I t took all his strength to reach the
a few months longer, why, let’s get
Before it is ready for table use it small hours of the morning approach
married anyhow, and you and I can cottage across the track. His first in must be roasted, when it looks like ed, however, the nucleus visibly In
Owing to the heroic work of our Norristown firemen we
stinct was to close all shutters and wheat and bread and is both palatable creased in both magnitude and bril
have
not only saved our store but our merchandise, with the ex
liancy.
The
tail
waved
back
and
forth
draw the curtains, but he remembered and nutritious. Usually the fruit is cut
his mother’s custom of setting a lamp into three or four slices and roasted or over our little world in a most threat ception that part of our store was saturated with smoke ; there
ening manner, at times sending rays fore we will offer the smoked overcoats and suits at about
In the window for those who might be baked in an oven.
abroad on stormy nights. Such a cozy
Frequently the people of a village almost to the zenith. On the morning
little kitchen as it lighted, with a fire join in making a huge oven, in which of July 5 the astronomers announced
HALF PRICE AS LONG AS THEY LAST.
snapping in the old fashioned cook several hundred breadfruits may be through the daily papers that the head
stove which Miss McCarthy polished to baked at one time. Thus they arp ail of the great comet was only separated
This is your golden opportunity. Don’t miss the bargains.
brilliancy a t each visit!
supplied with bread without its cost from the &arth by a distance of 12,He hummed contentedly as he sat ing any of them much labor. Prepared 000,000 miles. According to the report Overcoats, formerly S20
Suits, formerly 932 and
and 91S, now
915.00
over the teakettle and brought the In this way, the bread will keep for sent out from the Cambridge observa
918, now
916.00
tory, the comet appears to have pass Overcoats, formerly 916
bread and butter from the pantry. weeks.
Snits, formerly 915,
and 913, now
910.00
now
Then he stopped short and listened in
910.00
The breadfruit is in season eight ed its ascending node between the 27th
Suits, formerly 910,
tently. What was that scratching noise months of the year. When the season and the 20th of June in longitude 279 Overcoats, formerly 910
now
9
7.00
now
9 7.00
at the door—yes—and now the sound of finally draws to a close, the last fruits, degrees, the longitude of the earth be
a muffled fall?
are gathered and made into a sour ing 277- degrees at the same time.
This
sale
is
for
cash
only,
On Oct. 10 its tail extended over a
He flung open the door, and the wind paste called “mahei.” This paste will
blew out his lamp, but against the keep good for months and is made space of 50,000,000 miles and at sev
blur of the snow he saw a dark figure into balls, wrapped in leaves and bak eral points was not less than 10,000,000 miles in width.
ed, just as needed.
huddled on his doorstep.
At first it was generally conceded
Bread is not the only product of the
He carried the woman indoors, laid
her on the old fashioned settle and re breadfruit tree. From it cement, that it was the famous comet of 1556,
M A IN STR EET.
lighted his lamp. Then, with some cloth, tinder and lumber are also ob the one which caused the Emperor
thing like a groan, he sprang back to tained. A glutinous, milky juice oozes Charles V. of France to resign his Im
N O R R IS T O W N ,
from the trunk of the tree, which perial throne, he taking it to be a
the inert form. I t was Nellie!
Fifteen minutes later a white and makes an excellent cement when boil warning from God. All surmises were
very quiet Nellie sat before the snap ed with cocoanut oil. From the fibrous subsequently set at rest by the discov Q .E O . A. W EN K IC K ,
ping Are with blankets wrapped around inner bark a kind of coarse cloth is ery that it was the famous Thatcher
— DEALER IN —
her still trembling figure and a cava made, and the big leaves make good comet, discovered by Professor A. F.
lier in short sleeves serving her tea towels. The lumber Is used for build Thatcher at the Rutherford observa
IT WILL
Stoves, Ranges,
ing houses and many other purposes. tory In New York city.
and toast. “And now tell me how it happened;” Besides all this, the dried blossoms are
used as tinder when fires are kindled.
Tom said, with authority.
Hot A ir Furnaces,
A STRANGE MAKEUP.
“I didn’t realize it was storming so
---- TO VISIT ----COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
dreadfully, and 'my machine broke
When Wilton Lackaye Looked “Like a
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
down ju st before closing time. The
Sore Finger.”
H E SAW A DA B E FIG U B E H U D D LED ON
foreman—the new man, you know,
Tin Roofing and Spouting Done
Some people cry loudly for justice
Barrett
was
a very pompous man,
H IS DOOBSTEP.
from Boston—said th at if I wanted to when mercy is really what they want.
26 AND 13S W . M AIN S T .,
with Best Quality material.
and
as
my
bump
of
reverence
has
al
do the work together night and morn make up the time. I’d lost—I’m doing
There is never much kicking about
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
ing somehow and take our dinners at piecework now—he had some extra the rules of the game by those who ways been a. concavity he early mark
ed me out for his displeasure. After
SHOES, for Men, Women and Children
the hotel on Sundays.”
work to do, too, and he’d see I got happen to win.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
giving me a list bf plays for which to Castings
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
“Not much,” replied pretty Nellie home all right. I was sort of glad to
PRICES.
A young person’s kind of wit is usu procure wardrobes—plays which he did promptly attended to.
4 -4 .
Dinsmore, patting the carpet nervously stay, because it’s fierce to go home to a
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
with her beaded slipper. “I’d be a cold room in the hotel a night like ally the kind that gives an old person not do during the season—he suddenly
changed his mind and put on “Julius
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
fright In no time trying to work day this, and when you have a headache nervous prostration.
If a man tells a lie, which is pre Caesar” in Richmond, 'Va. It was im
and night. As soon as you get twenty you just hate to sit evenings in the
a week, twice what I’m getting now, parlor with a lot of folks and the piano dominant—his remorse at having told possible to get an armor there. I play
CHAS. A. SABtbLOSKY,
I’m ready to give up my job. After jangling. So I stayed, but—but”—her it or his pride In having told one that ed Metellus Cimber, first citizen and
Phasarius—and a soldier! Luckily I
having ten a week to spend ju st on voice was low and tear heavy—“on the passed for the truth?
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
You may think you are lonesome, but had sandals and fleshings. I borrowed
myself there’s no use talking about way down the stairs—he—he tried to
a
tunic
from
Otis
Skinner,
a
toga
from
10-11
NORRISTOWN, PA.
the two of us living on $17.50 per, with kiss me, and then I ran through the you will never know what lonesometaxes and insurance to pay and the cot snow, sort of blind, I guess, and the ness is until you are on your death the stage manager, who was out of the
There are three points where weddings
tage needing painting. If you really first thing I didn’t know where I was. bed and realize that you are going bill; I had a mob shirt made in the
theater; I got out a makeup for Pha touch the life of this store :
loved me, you’d sell the place. Tim I just saw the light—I didn’t know it alone.
Every boy who plays around railroad sarius, the barbarian, but the soldier?
Sullivan’s dying to buy it. Then we’d was your cottage.”
All of the utility men were compelled
furnish up a couple of rooms here in
Pride struggled with relief in her yards and makes a practice of jumping to “eke the battle rabble out” as sol
Engagement Rings,
on trains Imagines he is a great deal
the hotel and live in style. Mrs. Con- tired voice.
diers
in
the
last
act.
I
could
not
get
more
clever
than
the
one
legged
men
roy’d give us a special rate”—
n
“Have some more tea,” said Tom ab
Wedding Rings,
“Of $14 a week, leaving $3.50 for ruptly, and then for some minutes he of his acquaintance ever were.—Atchi in the town a helmet and armor, so I
m
simply
“lurked”
behind
the
other
sol
clothes and Incidentals.”
busied himself around the room, stand son Globe.
diers clad In fleshings, sandals and
m
“Well, there’s the money you get for ing before her a t last in his heaviest
Wedding Gifts.
Skinner’s tunic, which came halfway
the place.” Graham’s face turned outdoor raiment.
On the Rack.
1
to
my
knees.
I
was
then
five
feet
The expression “putting a witness
stern, and Nellie added hastily: “Or I’d
“Where are you going? Please don’t
You will find us thoroughly prepared at
eleven
and
three-fourths
and
weighed
§
on the rack” has an ancient origin.
stay a t the factory until you got your leave me alone.”
130 pounds, so you may imagine the
these points whatever your price
raise, and then maybe we could find
“This storm is no joke, Nellie,” he The courts had an unpleasant way of audience hardly became conscious of
another place. Anyhow, we’d be put said quietly. “First I’ve got to get in putting a refractory or unsatisfactory
quirementg.
me until my third entrance.
ting money in bank.”
fuel to last us all night and perhaps witness on the rack, which was an
My modest disposition and my desire
Tom Graham bent over and took longer. Then, before we’re snowed in open wooden frame, upon which was
not to meet the star’s eye did not avail
both the girl’s hands in his.
laid
the
victim.
His
wrists
and
ankles
for fair, I’m going to bring over the
“Nellie, dear, I’ve some old fashioned Rev. Mr. Gary.” Nellie rose uncer were tied to two rollers at opposite me. He spotted me the first thing. As
Ideas about marriage and—you. I don’t tainly to her feet. “Now, don’t get ends of the frame. The rollers were the curtain came down he called me
Jeweler and Optician,
w ant you to live in a hotel after we’re flurried. You’ve had your lesson, and then moved with levers until the ten and thundered, “What do you think
In making your purchases at
married, with nothing to do but listen I’ve had mine, and we’re going to be sion caused the body to rise level with you represent?”
I shyly responded, “A camp follower,
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
to the gossip of Mrs. Conroy and her married tonight. You can’t get to the the frame, and tben questions were
sir, lurking behind the main column
experience
enables the proprietor
sort. I want a home”—
addressed
to
the
witness.
If
he
still
hotel in this storm, thank God, and you
and robbing the dead.”
to know just what to buy, how
Nellie flung aside his hands angrily.
can’t stay here except as my wife”— prove.d silent or if his memory needed
“Huh!” he grunted, his eye passing
to buy, and how to sell the thou
“Oh, well, of course, if you w ant a his voice turned suddenly tender—“and refreshing, the rollers were moved
sand and more articles kept in
slowly until the wretch’s bones started up my stretch of shanks in pink flesh
home and not a wife you might hire I want you to be my wife.”
ings, surmounted by the tight little
stock in a thoroughly equipped
one of the McCarthy sisters—they’re
Nellie rubbed her face against his from the sockets.
tunic a t top. “You look like a sore fin
general store.
past forty and won’t make gossip—to shabby, fuzzy overcoat. “All right,
ger!”—Wilton Lackaye in Bohemian
keep house for you. But as for me, I dear,” she said docilely, and then, even
Granite, the Bedrock of the Earth.
Magazine.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
don’t marry until I see something be as his arms closed around her, she
Granite is the bedrock of the world.
IES, DRIED FRUIT8, CANNED
sides dishwashing in a shabby cottage murmured: “Tom, dear, this shiny fire It is the lowest rock in the earth’s
GOODS, or in any department of
before me.”
looks so good and homelike. Those crust and shows no signs of animal
E R K IO M E N V A L L E Y
the big store on the corner you It:
Graham was very white now. In the registers up at the hotel sort of give life. It is from two to ten times as
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
will find what you want at the
•days gone by they had played in that you a chill.”
thick as all the other layers of rocks
or Montgomery County.
right price.
“shabby cottage,” oh, how happily! It
And then Tom knew th at the cottage combined. No evidences of life of ei
had been Nellie’s one refuge from an looked shabby no longer.
ther animal or vegetable are apparent
Ready-made Pantaloons and
unhappy, tearful mother, who had first
in granite. The presence of lime 1»
Incorporated,May 13, 1871.
Overalls, Overshoes,' and Freed’s
■driven her husband to drink and then
due
to
animal
life.
Some
scientists
as
Large Ears of Forest Animals.
Boots and Shoes are among the
followed him to a premature grave.
Within the limits of particular groups sert that all the lime in the world has
specialties.
Something like an illuminating mes large ears may be taken, as a rule, to a t some time been a part of some ani
sage flashed through his being. If he indicate either great powers of bearing mal. This includes human beings.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
forced Nellie into a marriage that ap or the necessity of catching every
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
peared distasteful to her, she might be wave of sound. Thus, forest dwelling
No Apology Needed.
come as dissatisfied and tearful as her. animals generally have much larger,
"I hope our running the graphophone
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
S
mother. He rose abruptly. He could and especially broader, ears than their last night didn’t annoy you,” said the
variety.
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.
not picture Nellie in tears, but there relatives inhabiting open country. An renter of the third floor flat.
were little lines around her mouth at excellent instance of this is afforded
"What?” responded the new renter of
this moment that he did not Hke. He by the okapi of the Semliki forest, as the fourth floor flat, producing an ear
Offlee o f the Company:
loved her, but he did not propose to contrasted with the giraffe of the more trumpet.
Wreck two lives in a futile attem pt to open districts of Africa—the ears in
“I say it’s a fine morning!” bellowed
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
try out the love in a cottage plan. Nei the one case being excessively broad the other into the trumpet.—Chicago
ther would h e give up his tiny ances and leaflike, while in th e other they Tribune.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sbcrbtabt.
COLLEGEVI LLE, PA.
tral home, sole legacy of loving par are comparatively narrow and pointed.
H. W. KRATZ, President,
ents.
A
Portrait
of
Wordsworth.
3
Similarly Grevy’s zebra, wliich inhab
Norristown, Pa.
Nellie had been happy there only a its scrub jungles in Somaliland and
One of Charles Lamb’s friends said
few months before, when she had northeast Africa generally, has much to him th at be had never seen Words
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
boarded with his widowed mother, but larger and wider ears than the ordi worth.
of each week ; also every evening.
when the latter had died Nellie had nary zebra of the open veldt.—Scientif
“Why, you’ve seen an old horse,
taken up her quarters, with a number ic! American.
haven’t yon?” asked Charles Lamb.
of other girls from the shoe factory, a t
5 0 YEARS*
“Yes, I suppose so.”
EXPERIENCE
a second class hotel. Somehow Tom
“Then you’ve seen Wordsworth.”—
Everybody Happy.
felt she had changed from the day she
P ater—You are disgracefully lazy. Pall Mall Gazette.
Dead Animals Removed
stepped over the hotel’s threshold, and I t’s queer th at you don’t take after me.
he glared back at its brightly lighted There’s nothing I like so well as to
Her Dear Friend.
FREE OF CHARGE.
barroom and dimly lighted parlor as he work and make money.
Clara—I wish I could believe what
The undersigned will famish and erect
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
stood out in the middle of the street.
he
says,
but—
Maud—W
hat
does
he
Filius—And there’s nothing I like so
ID E A L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
Tom was telegraph operator at the well as to spend it. We both should be say? Clara—Why, he says be loves
TR AD E M ARKS
faction. Will also furnish and erect the my place, than anybody else.
depot, and his cottage was not far from satisfied. And yet you kick!—Cleveland me, and he has known me only two
D e sig n s
I pay for stock when I get two head or
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam more
the tracks. The main street of the Leader.
C o py r ig h t s A c .
at the same time and place.
days. Maud—Well, perhaps that’s the
Anyone
sending
a
sketch
and
description
may
makers,
safe,
and
satisfactory—manufact
town led past both, so Tom* seldom
t ^ “Both ’phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.
quickly ascertain otir opinion free whether an
reason.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
i tivention is probably patentable. Communica
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
missed seeing Nellie each night and
Springy.
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and G eo. W - S ch w eik er,
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
morning as she went to and from work.
Hardly a Compliment.
“That’s a fancy suit you have on,”
P atents taken through Munn & Co. receive
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
Once as she passed the cottage he was remarked the visitor In the dressing
special notice, without charge, in th e
Maid—A gentleman to see you, mad
and
all
kinds
of
Steam
Fitting
and
Plumb
washing his few dishes, and he saw tent of the big circus.
am. Mistress—Is it, by chance, my
E T Y O C K P o s t e r « P r i n t e d •*
ing done at reasonable prices.
her toss her head and quicken her
“Yes,” laughed the acrobat who cousin the professor? Maid—No, he
*
t h e T n d .D e n d .n 4 T lf f l..
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cirsteps. More often, however, he was at jumps over six elephants every per- doesn’t look as clever as that. He looks
dilation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 _a
year;
four
months,
$1.
S
o
n
by
all
newsdealers.
his post in the depot. He hoped against fomance; “I call th at my spring suit.” more as though he might propose, to
J . H. BOLTON,
I f you have anything >o
hope th at she would drop him a forgiv —Chicago News.
you.—Fliegende Blatter.
Branch OSes, 6 » F S t, Washington. D. C.
4-4.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. tell, advertise it in the Indevendent
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the first command, and now he tower
LAMARTINE’S PRESENT.
ed above her, still smiling.
“There is some mistake,” he said. “If How the French Author Got
Big
you will kindly turn aside my coat you
Price For a Little Poem.
will find a detective’s star there that
Francois Buloz, the founder and edi
— AND —
should vouch for me.”
For FARMERS to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING done and
tor of the famous French journal, La
He
approached
as
though
to
permit
where to get a fall line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
her to carry out his request, but she Revue des Deux Mondes, was by no
By Henry Stroule.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
means celebrated for his generosity to
retreated before him.
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
Tou will And it at
“Not
much,”
she
declared.
“That
contributors.
One day shortly after
Copyright, 1907. by C. H. Sutcliffe.
would give you a splendid chance to the publication of Lamartine’s “Les
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
overpower me. You keep your dis Girondins,” and while tile literary
Also REPAIR Spectacles and
Bertha looked up in dismay as the tance.”
world was ringing with the fame of ita
Eye
Glasses
of
All
Kinds,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
stranger entered. Kenton City was
“But I can’t hold my hands over my great author, Buloz called on him and
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
not so far ahead of a frontier town head all night,” he pleaded. “W hat are asked him to write an article for hia
magazine. Lamartine consented, but
th at holdups were absolutely unknown, you going to do with me?”
Respectfully,
“Some one will come for me if I do stated that he could not have it ready
and the sudden appearance of this
F J. CLAMER.
brawny intruder did not suggest a not go home,” she explained. “You for some weeks.
Buloz, fearing th at this was only an
won’t have to wait for more than an
peaceful errand.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
excuse and that he would never get
Tremblingly she made change for the hour.”
The Intruder groaned. “You don’t the article, offered Lamartine an ad
fifty dollar gold certificate he handed
238 HIGH STREET,
suppose that I can keep my arms in vance. It so happened that the author
10- 11.
POTTSTOWN, PA. her after deliberately testing its gen the air that long, do you?” he demand was in need of 4,000 francs at th at
X>X3D T H E
uineness and pushed the little pile of ed. “I’d rather have you shoot.”
time, and he so informed the editor,
bills toward him.
“I will if you come any closer,” she who at once handed over the money.
I am fully equipped at my New
“Aren’t you rather young to be left warned. He stepped back, and for ten Three months later h® called Lamar
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
in charge of a bank?” he asked as he minutes he looked eagerly out of the tine’s attention to the fact that tli®
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge,
deposited the change in his wallet. “I door. Then he gave a cry, and with a contribution had not yet been received.
to serve my old patrons and in
supposed that three or four men were sigh of relief Bertha turned her head I t was toward the end of 1847, and th®
Find you with' idle money ? If so deposit
vite new ones to give me a trial.
the usual crew, not A little girl.”
great author was devoting his entire
to greet the newcomer.
the idle money in our SAVINGS DEPART
All work guaranteed.
“I am not a little girl,” she said in
For an instant she gasped, for the time to politics.
dignantly. “I’m nineteen, and I guess newcomer’s arms went above his head
Carriages and Busiuess
MENT and receive 3 per cent, interest until
“While you are waiting for this ar
this will help me out.”
Wagons Built to Order
an Investment is found. We require no
promptly, and his revolver went clat ticle would you care for a little poem
“This” was a huge revolver, and as tering to the ground. In general ap I have here?” he asked Buloz.
at Bight Prices.
notice to withdraw interest allowed on sav.
she held it toward him he noticed that pearance he was the double of her first
He enthusiastically replied in the af
#
8
T
O
#
2
5
,
Now
ready
for
Spring
Painting
ings accounts for every day the money is on
it trembled in her uncertain grasp. visitor, though he lacked the frank firmative.
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
“I’m satisfied,” he said, with a laugh. ness, expression and genial lines about
deposit.
Months later, when Lamartine had
and General Repairing. Keystone
The clothes here boast “Please put it down.”
become minister of foreign affairs, Bu
the
eyes.
We also welcome checking accounts, both
’Phone.
there’s no one going to rob
His action reminded her of her cap- loz again called upon him to remind
the distinction of having this“I guess
B. II. GRATER,
large and small, and allow 2 per cent, in
bank even if there is only a girl I tive, and she turned. To her surprise him of the promised contribution.
been designed and tail in charge, she said defiantly. “Any- he had whipped out a revolver and had “But you see my position,” answered
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
terest on daily balances.
the minister, “how busy I am!”
father and the cashier will be , the other eovered
ored by creators of fash how,
Buloz frowned.
back from lunch shortly.”
I “wS you X me by feeling in my
“But, citizen minister, a certain
ions in clothes.
ahey lunch rather late here, was i COat and taking out a pair of handcuffs
amount of money was advanced, and
the significant retort as he glanced at you will find there?” he asked.
the clock. “Three o’clock lunches are
Bertha drew out the glistening brace- the interests of my magazine do not
rather rare In Kenton City, are they ! lets and snapped them about the new- permit me to”—
“How much was it?”
not?”
DeKalb and Main Sts*
comer’s wrists. Then the other man
thousand francs.”
Bertha’s heart sank. So he must > came forward, and with the heavy
RAILROAD HOUSE
They’re made in New know that her father was ill in bed leather bplt he wore about his waist “Four
Lamartine took this amount of
money from the drawer and laid it
York, where all styles and that the cashier, the only other he fastened his victim’s feet.
upon his desk.
official of th.e bank, had gone over to
“This
is
Butte
Bill,”
he
explained
as
are born, to order and fit the railroad. Perhaps he knew also he dragged his captive to a chair. The editor, however, looked some
th at in the vaults were the payrolls of “There are probably two others of the what embarrassed.
and look as though the the
“Well, what more can I do for you?
two mines which made the First gang waiting outside. You stand over
wearer had been meas National a financial possibility.
You have your money.”
him and shoot him if he attempts to
Good teams furnished promptly
“The fact is, I owe you for a small
“We were busy this morning,” she get away. “I’ll see if I can round up
ured for them.
poem.”
stammered. “I guess pa will get back the others.”
at reasonable prices.
“Oh, that’s not worth mentioning!
soon.”
Depriving the bandit of his weap
I’ll make you a present of it.”
Suits,
$8 to $25 “I want to see him a moment,” was ons,
the stranger slipped out. Pres
Buloz drew himself up haughtily.
the quiet response. “With your per ently there was a sound of firing, then
“Citizen minister. La Revue des
Usually a lot of Second-hand Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5 mission, I guess I’ll wait.”
a silence. The girl and the man in the Deux Mondes does not accept pres
“Perhaps,” she suggested, “he may bank stirred uneasily. Bill was anxious
stay home. I don’t know. He said as to the fate of his accomplices, and ents. How much do I owe you?’’
Vehicles on Hand for Sale
“Oh, well, if you Insist,” answered
Bertha felt an unaccountable strong Lamartine dryly as he took up the
Cheap.
Interest in the welfare of the stranger. 4,000 francs and replaced them in his
The minutes th at sped by seemed like drawer, “we will call It square!”
HOLD ON THERE!
hours until, with a whoop, a crowd
burst into the bank and relieved her of
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.
Be careful not to place your orders for
ODD CUSTOMS.
her guard duty. The stranger was in
Our
ambition
grows
Building or other Lumber until we have had Both 'Phones.
the van, a bloody handkerchief wrap
with every year. Our
Every house must be decked with
a chance to estimate on your wante. We
ped about his left hand and a thin
flowers
on New Year’s day In Japan.
stream
of
blood
trickling
down
the
side
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
hats are always good.
In Buenos Ayres the police alone
of his face.
I as to the. Lumber itself and its delivery.
Now they are better than
“I’m not hurt,” he aid. with a laugh, have the right of whistling on the
| We may save you a dollar or two. also.
as
he saw her look of dismay—“just a streets. Any other person whistling is
ever.
scratch on the head and a ball through at once arrested.
Established •
Come and see us.
1875.
the palm.”
In Ashanti many families are for
“The sheriff can take care of these bidden the use of certain meats. In
Stiff Hats,
$1 to $5
men,” she said. “Come home with me like manner others are forbidden to
wear clothes of a certain color.
and let me fix you up.”
Soft
Hats,
50c.
to
$5
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
Rapidly she closed thè vaults and led
If a carriage upsets or injures an
him down the street to the little home other carriage in the streets of St. Pe
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
where her first aid to the injured had tersburg or if a person is knocked
more than once gained her the title of down, the horses of the offending ve
“the little doctor.”
hicle are seized and confiscated to the
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
Over the bandaging he told her that use of the fire brigade.
he was a railroad detective Iqoking for
It is the practice of the Ashantees
AND
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
some car thieves and that one of the and Fantees to bury one-third of the
5 0 C E N T S .
Butte band had mistaken him for the property of a dead man. converted In
leader and had uncovered the bank plot to gold dust, under his head, and rifling
The distinctive styles
to him. He had seen a chance to earn the grave of an enemy is considered
the reward, and so he had sought an the proper action for a warrior.
that
mark
them
entirely
IN VARIETY.
excuse for lingering around the bank
Clapping the hands in various ways
until the desperado had put in an ap Is the polite method in central Africa
TRAPPE, PA.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection new and “ sm art” are
pearance.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
of saying “Allow me,” “I beg par
Icee. Special attention given to supplying here. They are also ex
“I did not want to alarm you,” he don,” “Permit me to pass” and
Weddings and Parties.
clusive b e c a u s e t h e
explained, “so I said nothing, though “Thanks.” It is resorted to in respect
if I had had my hands in the air much ful introduction and leave taking.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
W H IPPE D OUT A REVOLVER AND
maker of our neckwear H E HADHAD
longer I should have had to speak in
TH E OTHER COVERED.
22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. controls the design and
self
defense.”
something this morning about wanting
Doves and Religion.
“And
I thought I was earning the re
“One thing I- remarked and think
see to some things about the house.”
they cannot be had else to“L’ll
ward,”
she
laughed.
worthy of notice is that ever since
wait around for awhile,” he said,
"You did,” he insisted.
where.
Noah’s dove every religion seems to
with a smile. “I have plenty of time,,
“Not at all.” she contradicted.
and with pleasant company”— He
consider the pigeon as a sacred bird.
“Then half,” he pleaded.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
Eor example, every mosque swarms
bowed courteously to Bertha.
I ^«^J^rtaker of many years' experience,
She
shook
her
head,
and
it
was
six
with pigeons, and the same exists in
“I can’t put you out,” she said, with
I ana shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
weeks later before Greg Hallett’s hand most Italian market places. The Hin
a toss of her head.
I expectations of those who will entrust me to
I lerve them.
“If I intrude,” he suggested, “I e!m healed and they effected a compromise. doo pundits and the old Assyrian em
Then they used the reward for the pire also have them, while Catholics
-A N D put myself out.”
221 High Street,
a W ’Will meet trains at all Stations. Orhoneymoon.
make it the emblem of the Holy
This
was
just
what
Bertha
did
not
1
rs received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
Ghost.”
want. If he vyas planning to rob the
POTTSTOWN. PA.
The Value of an Opinion.
Lady Burton in her account of the
vaults and was waiting until his con- |
One of the most discouraging fea- j Mohammedan mystery play of “Hasfederates came up, there was a chance
that some one might come in before tures in the case of the young man san and Hosseln” says:
“Then comes the bier with Hosseln’s
then who could help her secure him. who stays at home is the fact that, no
H. 3. BRANDT, « Proprietor.
He answered to the description of m atter what he fhay do, he seldom Is corpse and his son sitting upon it sor
Butte Bill, who led a gang of cut given credit. If he taked his father’s rowing and embracing him and a beau
throats and whose picture adorned a business and makes It go big, every tiful white dove in the corner whose
Walnut Street and Seventh
handbill posted on the inner side of body gives the credit to the father. I wings are dabbled with blood. The ef
the
wire screen. She hastened to make know of one case in a small western fect upon the excited crowd is awful.”
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
pleasant reply, and presently she had city. A merchant who had been con —“Life of Sir Richard F. Burton.”
—AND—
forgotten the character of her visitor sidered wealthy and prominent died
and left everything to his son. The
In the charm of his conversation.
Where He Worshiped.
Robber he might be, but he was cer boy had been away from home for
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
As the new minister of the villa ~e
tainly a most charming fellow and had three years and was doing fairly well was on his way to evening service he
traveled far. He soon had her so in in a strange city without relying upon met a rising young man of the place
terested in his tales of “back east,” paternal assistance. He returned and whom he was anxious to have become
that promised land of which she had took hold of the business. To his sur an active member of the church.
m ade to o r d e r .
heard so much and seen nothing at all, prise, he found conditions rotten. Be
“Good evening, my young friend.” he '
th at she was sorry when at last the yond the good will the assets scarcely said solemnly. “Do you ever attend a
trld?n
of b»r^ee6 supplies, saddles, W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
clock chimed 4 and she was forced to would cover the liabilities. He dug in, place of worship?”
I winter
win.™’.i*00.1
for su
summer
r v , ®’ blankets
“ ‘* nKec8 tor
m m e r and
rouse herself and announce that it was worked desperately and in two years’
“Yes,1 Indeed, sir, regularly every
STOP AT THE
REPAii»itr,v,i>!Looni8’ eom b8> b ru sh e s, &c.
time had things straightened out and Sunday night,” replied the young fel
I A]s„ S j j ? O F H A R N E 8 8 a sp e cialty .
time to close the doors.
“I’ve enjoyed our little visit im was oii the highroad to prosperity. A low. with a smile. “I’m on my way
' to box tra
clgar8' SP“ 1»1
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
mensely,” he said, with a smile. “I am sudden business collapse in the town, to see her now.”—Ladies’ Home Jour
followed by a bank crash, caught him
w . E. JOHNSON,
Designs and Estimates Furn sorry that it must be interrupted. I hard, and he was forced to assign. He nal.
hope to see you again. May I suggest
(Opposite
Court
House).
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
ished Free of Charge.
th at you be careful to see that thè paid dollar for dollar, yet today in that
The Mystic Number Five.
— 0 O0 —
vaults are securely locked? You see, I town they point him out as a man who
Five is the great sacred Chinese
hear that there is a gang of despera wrecked his father’s business.—Jonas number. There are five virtues five
First-elass Accommodations for Man
J^romptly obtain D. a. and Foreign
colors (yellow, white, green, red and
ECZEMA and PILE CURE does in these parts, and It would be Howard in Chicago Tribune.
black), five household gods, five planets
FREE Knowing what it was to suffer well not to put temptation in their
and Beast.
I will give FREE of CHARGE way.”
(Saturn, Venus. Jupiter. Mars and Mer
Happily Answered.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. to any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema,
Bertha glanced at the “$5,000 Re
One of the hardest things for a play cury). five ranks of nobility, five tastes,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Piles and Skin
Diseases. Instant relief. Don’t suffer ward” on the circular and made up her er to bear is when an audience laughs five cardinal points (the midd'e. ei ;t.
Both English and German spoken.
longer. Write F. W.’ WILLIAMS, 400 mind. Butte must not be permitted ddring a serious scene. Many a per west, south and north respect! .ely)
of
invention
for
f
cm patentaba!*- "For free
Manhattan avenue, New York. Enclose to escape. She caught up the gun former by his wit has been able to and five tones.
‘ hook,
"
Stamp.
■ write
from its position on the shelf and slip save a scene. An incident of this kind
TRADE-jURKS
to
ped out of the cage. There was an was experienced by the late Thomas
Hj Had to Stay.
P. K. G able, Proprietor.
o r r i s t o w n
herald
“You venture into Wall street occa
B O O K BINDERY. Binding, opening in the counter near the front Keene while playing Richard III. He
Job Ruling, Perlorating. Paging, Number door, and just as she readied it she had just finished exclaiming “A horse! sionally?” said the lamb.
•> W W f
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business whipped out her gun.
A horse! My kingdom for a horse!”
“My - case,” answered the magnate,
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
“Put up your hands,” she command when a young man in the audience “Is different from yours. “I don’t dare
bound
and
repairing
done
quickly
and
PP\A/SÍ o . y ' ö * patent Office
Estimates cheerfully furnished. ed. “You didn’t know It, but I had called out, “Won’t a donkey do?” and venture out of it for fear of what they
Advertise Your Sales in the cheaply.
^Wa s h i n g t o n d . c .
your picture there on a handbill.”
^Lcidrees
Mr. Keene quietly responded, “Yes; would do in my absence.”—Washington
Independent.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
Star.
His hands had gone above his head at come up.”
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REWARD.
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And Replace Broken Lenses
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On Friday Andrew Carnegie gave to the
Carnegie Institute, of Pittsburg, $4,000,000,
thereby doubling the endowment of the insti
tution. At the same time $1,000,000 in cash
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
and $1,000,000 in 5 per cent, bonds were given
Army Engineer Says City is in
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. to the Carnegie Technical Schools. The gifts
Danger of Flood.
of Friday made a total of $23,600,000 which
Andrew Carnegie has given to his bomeeity—
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor. the largest amount ever given to any one COMPARES IT TO JOHNSTOWN
place by any man, living or dead.
Pittsburg, April 8.—J. W. Arras, of

The Independent.

PITTSBURG FACES
AWFUL DISASTER

Thursday, April 11, 1907.

R epresentative Cribbs , of Allegheny,
Governor S tuart has kept the promise has a bill in the House which has been favor

he made to voters prior to bis election, by ably reported, imposing a fine of $10 on any
signing the Dunsmore two-cent-fare law.
one selling or wearing for adornment any
wild American bird. This is a measure that
F rom the Baltimore American: Future should by all means be finally passed in both
Many persons have
geographers may be tempted to define a canal Senate and House.
as an imaginary body of water surrounded by labored for years to protect the birds from
the cruel custom causing the wanton sacrifice
troubles.
of bird life for the purposd of decorating
I t is stated that the recent controversies feminine headgear.
of the President have jarred the sensibilities
of Elihu Root, Secretary of State, to such an
M r . N ichols, our correspondent at
extent that he will soon leave the Cabinet.
Oaks, paj7s a deserved and fitting tribute
elsewhere in this issue to the memory of the
F acetiously observes the Baltimore late Joseph D. Rittenbouse, of Upper Provi
Sun : “In this dispute as to the richest man dence. Mr. Rittenhouse was a man pos
in America, somehow the man who furnished sessed of a strong individuality, one who
the Pennsylvania State Capitol has been over maiiftained opinions and convictions not
always in barraonj7-with those of a majority of
looked.”
his neighbors, yet they esteemed him none
F rom Bryan’s Commoner: “ We are the less for his strength of character and ap
looking for some illustrated paper that will preciated his usefulness as a good citizen and
show us the'portraits of the champion house kind neighbor.
keepers. We are tired of seeing the portraits
of a lot of women of a different kind.”
The new Mayor of Philadelphia, Mr.
Reyburn, is something of a speeebmaker with
T he bill giving trolley railroads the not overly keen powers of discrimination. In
right to do an express and freight business a recent speech he disclosed a disposition to
passed the House at H arrisburg on Wednes at least indirectly criticise President Rooeeday of last week without a dissenting voice. velt’s aggressive warfare upon corporations—
His
Will there be any votes against the measure Railroad Companies in particular.
election
having
been
in
a
measure
requested
in the Senate?
for the purpose of sustaining the course of
the
administration at Washington, some of
F rom the New York World : “There
his
remarks are not freighted
with
seems to have been à series of misunder
consistency.
standings in connection with the $50,000
Roosevelt campaign contributions of Mr.
P resident R oosevelt’s list of promi
Perkins and Mr. Harriman. How about the
nent
liars has again been augmented. This
others? How about next time?
time it’s Harriman, the Railroad magnate and
gambler,
who’s been doing some lying; al
Is it not true that the Steel Trust, the
though
the
fact is not denied that he was the
Leather Trust, the Lumber Trust, and the
warmly
solicited
guest of the President at
Tobacco Trust, supported by favoritisms of
Uncle Sam, are taking the lifeblood of con the White House, for political advice and
sumers and giving nothing in return for their help, during the last Presidential election.
extortions? How much longer will consum President Roosevelt’s frequent and personal
ers tolerate a tariff that is protecting and controversies with individuals are not in
accord with the dignity of his high office. To
sustaining these T rusts?
further swell his list of prevaricators may
T he Legislature of Pennsylvania has invite the suspicion that he himself is guilty
passed a resolution expressing hearty approval of making reckless statements.
of President Roosevelt’s efforts “to prevent
J ournalistic : The Hatfield Times—
the great railroad and other corporations of
the country from using their wealth and Editor Addison’s vehicle for the distribution
power to oppress and injure citizens in their of news and spicy comment—closed volume
rights and property and to enforce justice fourteen last week. Sail on, Addison. * * *
The Times-Chronicle, of Jenkintown, has en
and a square deal for all.”
tered upon volume fourteen. Editor W. L.
F riday leans to the conclusion that the Clayton well deserves to be congratulated
real Matt Quay of theanti-Republipan organi upon the notable success achieved by the
zation combine in this bailiwick does not Chronicle under his wise and energetic guid
tumble into the arm s of Morpheus in Lower ance. * * * Town and Country, of PennsMerion—when he is at home. All of which burg, inaugurated volume eight last week.
encourages the inference that Friday’s field The recent installation of a Mergenthaler
glass has again been directed toward the Linotype is to tye accepted as evidence that
our cotemporary is cutting a wide swath
Latin quarter down at the Hub.
as a youngster, and that its success in the
T he knight of the quill of the editorial journalistic field is entirely assured, with
end of the Norristown Times appeafs to be bright prospects for the future.
in quest of scalps: “The audacity of some
T he Phoenixville Messenger of Saturday
newspapers ! Deliberately to steal editorials
and then accept credit from other journals copies the editorial in last week’s I ndepen 
for the bright comment!” Will he not par dent , anent the condition of the Ridge pike,
ticularize, and locate the objects of his pun-> and Editor Robarts comments in part as fol
lows:
gent criticism ?
W. M. H agginbotom, of Mont Clare is
now full armored and in the field to win the
Republican nomination for County Treasurer.
He is an excellent type of the genus homo
and has all the sterling qualities of American
manhood. Since his most prominent oppon
ent—Dr. Keely, of Schwenksville—is another
just like him in all essential particulars, a
battle royal will be continued until the close
of the primary election in June. Both are
model candidates for public honors and
emoluments.
True, one or the other may
suffer, or rather be handicapped, on account
of the belligerency aroused by factional dif
ferences in the Republican camp; but, this
consideration, in reference to which further
reference may seem pertinent, detracts
naught from the excellent personal qualifica
tions of either candidate.

“ When I was a boy in Somersetshire, England, I
went to school at a village named Cleve. Near by was
a Roman built road, leading from the city of Bristol to
the two Western counties of the tight little island,
Devonshire and Cornwall. That highway was as per
fect, perhaps more so than when built nearly 2000
years ago, and this for the reason that it has had con
stant attention.”
1

The reader will note the two concluding
words of the foregoing paragraph: “ con
stant attention .” Even an imperfectly
constructed highway can be kept in fair con
dition and improved by “constant attention”
on the part of qualified overseers andrepairsmen. Country d irt roads could be kept in fine
condition eight months in a year, by just a
little “constant attention.” But, aye, there’s
the rub—“constant attention.” Is the “ rub”
to continue on henceforth and forevermore in
the presence of the .squandering of thousands
of dollars every year?

N E W

“

ibe United States Engineer Corps, who
has charge of building the dams in
the Ohio and Allegheny rivers in this
Vicinity, has submitted a report to the
government and made public in con
All the newest, nobbiest effects to be found in the market.
nection with the recent flood here, in
which he says Pittsburg, Tike Johns
town, is in danger of devastation some After a thorough search through the best factories for the latest
day by a flood causing the loss of
thousands of lives and millions of- dol novelties, we are in position to show you the most elegant line
lars worth of property. Mr. Arras re
ports that when the catastrophe oc of L A D IE S’, M ISSES’ and the C H IL D R E N ’S GARMENTS
curs it will come with just as little
warning as did the one in the Cone- to be found in this section. The new lines received include
maugh Valley. A part of Mr. A rras’
report to the government follows:
“In the March freshet the Mononga- Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists,
hela river predominated, and conse
quently the Allegheny was less turbu
Silk Petticoats, Children’s Coats.
lent and its velocity comparatively
lig h t Furthermore, the natural rise
in the latter being small, there was lit
tle d rift Accordingly the action of the
ice against the submerged porUons ol
bridge was much subdued, and in the
absence of drift and wreckage—the
greatest of gorge producers—it passed
under without doing much harm.
“But these conditions can be re
versed, and in the event of the Alle
gheny predominating doubtless would
N O R R IS T O W N , p a .
be, whence the probability th at enor
mous gorges of drift, or drift and ice
combined, would form above the low
wooden bridges. In such case they
The Original BORNEMAN
would move off their foundations and
the entire mass rush everything in its
way until it reached the first stable
structure, namely, the Pennsylvania
railroad bridge at 11th street
“Would it withstand the attack? No
---- NOW o p e n a t ----man can tell. It is a ponderous struc
ture, splendidly proportioned and sub
j
stantially b u ilt However, what it will
do seems immaterial, for whether it
NOERISTOWN,
PA.
stands and holds the gorge or falls b e
THE BEST SERVICE GUARAN
fore it, it will in either case divert the FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY.
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
Irresistible oncoming tide toward the
OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
mainland, where the damage to physi
10-18-ly.
8. S. BOKNEMAN, D. D. 8.
cal property will be .enormous and
lives by the thousands will be sacri
ficed, since there would be insufficient
Overcoats, Suits
warning to enable the unsuspecting
and Trousers.
to withdraw to places of safety.
“That there is only one precaution
open to avert such a calamity as would
Men, Y oung Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s.
almost certainly attend a maximum
freshet at Pittsburg is clearly obvious.
Prices never before equalled in ibis town. Must close out
And th at such a freshet may occur
stoeb
o f all heavy weight goods.
any season, now th at we can see it is
clearly within the range of possibili
ties, is quite as evident.
“The last call was a close one. The
addition to the situation as- it was ol
the amount of ice out of the Allegheny
usually following a hard winter would
alone have precipitated the trouble."
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.
MURDERED HIS WIFE

fàrendlinger's
J

Dental t Dasloss
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Special Sale-

§9* Bargains in A ll the Lines.

S A M U E L ll CRAW FORD,

Wealthy Dentist Shot Her Down In
Their Home.
New York, April 9.—Dr. Samuel S
Guy, a prominent dentist of Far Rockaway, and for a number of years, until
recently, coroner of Queens Borough,
is under arrest, charged with the mur
der .of his wife in their home.
The woman’s body was found lying
on the dining room floor, with two bul
let wounds in the breast. Dr. Guy was
arrested as he was leaving the house
and just as a servant came screaming
from one of the doors and hysterically
told a policeman th at her mistress was
dead.
The doctor came from a saloon near
his residence and entered his home. It
Is alleged th at he went to the kitchen
and annoyed a servant for some min
utes, finally being Induced to leave the
girl by his wife. The servant says ttiat
as husband and wife entered the dining
room Mrs. Guy slapped his face. Im
mediately afterward the door closed,
and in a few moments two shots
startled the girl.
Mrs. Guy was 42 years of age and
her husband 56. She was a descendant
of the Mott family, which owned prac
tically all of the Rockaways, and the
members of which are accounted very
wealthy.

SPRING STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to
Sélect From.

Soft Hats, 50o. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.

•Tracey, : the Hatter,
S. Main Street, Norristown, Fa,

Always Ready

FOR

To Serve Its Patrons.

FRESH GOODS

The Penn Trust C.o is willing to carry its

—GO TO—

courtesy and accommodation to your door.

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

Our Secretary, Mr. Ebert, will upon re
quest call for your deposit and cheerfully
execute any other bank or trust business
with which we may be favored.

3 Per Cent. Interest on all savings ac
To Cross Country On Horseback.
Junction City, Kan., April 10.—Sec counts, subject to withdrawal without
ond Lieutenant E. R. W. McCabe, of
the Sixth Cavalry, at Fort Riley, has notice.
received notice from Washington that
he has been selected to make a ride
from Portland, Ore., to- New York on
an Arabian stallion. The purpose is to
test the endurance of the Arab breed
The Company that pays 3 PER
and determine its value as a cavalry
horse. Lieutenant McCabe will be ac
CENT. Interest iter every day
companied by an orderly. They will
the money is on deposit.
travel full, equipment
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Crushed to Death In Fly Wheel.
Hagerstown, Md., April 9.—Select
ing a broad belt in the street railway T J'C L L l i n e o f
.power house here for a bed, and fall
ing asleep, Oliver Sinnisen, a fireman,
was crushed to pulp between the belt
and a ponderous flywheel when the en
gine was started.
WINTER UNDERWEAR

Try Onr Coffees,
. Canned Goods,
Dried Frnits
and Confectionery.

Penn Trust Co.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

PER CENT. FIRST MORT
GAGE

5

INVESTMENT BONDS
—OF—

Wissahickon Electric Company for Sale*
Roosevelt Must Lecture In Christiania. For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at
Christiania, April 10.—A local news
paper announces th at President Roose M rs. Frances B a rre tt’s,
For full particulars write
M a in S t ., N e a r S t a t io n ,
velt, who was awarded the Nobel peace
G Ó TW A l S & BEYER,
prize last year, will have to deliver a
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
lecture here in March, 1909, In order
55 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, FAto comply with the rules affecting the
RS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S
holders of the Nobel prizes.
e a l e s t a t e w a n t e d .. . f
Ex-President of Guatemala Murdered.
Have buyers and renters waitingi“|
E A T IN G HO USE,
Mexico City, April 8.—Former Presi
desirable cbeap country properties, o® %
M
ain
S
t.,
betw
een
B
arb
er
Shop
and
P
o
st
Office
in
your
list. No charge except I mane
dent Jose Licandro Barrillas, of Guate
sale.
H. L. BECHTEL,
Oollegevllle, P a.
mala, was assassinated in this city at
3227 Ridge Ave., Phila.,
eals to -order: eatab les furnished a t all 10-18.
the house of commons by a young timMes.
O ysters, all s ty le s ; fam ilies su p p lied .
Guatemalan named Cabrera, 18 years Ice Cream , etc. P rices reaso n ab le; term s eash.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLARP atro n ag e solicited.
• f ium

M

R

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS
HEADQTJABTERS FOR

M e n ’s F urnish ing G oods !
WE HAVE THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE' FURNISHING GOOD8 FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of oar thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep yon dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W

M

. EC. G I L B E R T ,
132 WEST HAIN STREET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

A G E N C Y FOR T H E
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nogs ana pigs*

EVERY ROD OF A M E R IC A N FE N C E G U A R A N TE E D
BY

C a ll a n d S e e it.

TH E M ANUFACTURERS.

Can show you how it will save.you money

MOWREY, LATSHAW HARDWARE COMPANY,
SPRING CITY, FA.

THE
S ty le s

i l

Footwear

collegevilLe

For M
enand
Made of Large, Strong Wires, Heavily Galvanized.
W
om
en.
MEN’S Fine Pat. Colt and Gun
PAYS

Metal Welt Sole, $3.50, $3 00.
Men’s Viel Kid Welt Sole, $2.50,
$3.00, Lace or Blucher.
WOMEN’S Fine Patent Colt
and Viel Kid, Blucber and Button,
at $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.
OXFORDS for Men and Women
in Dali or Bright Leather, at $2 00,
$2 50, $3.00. Big stock on hand

TW O P E R C E N T , on daily balances

exceeding $200 ; subject to check.
T H R E E P E R C E N T , on all Savings

Fund Accounts of $1.00 and upwards.
Courteous and careful treatment accorded
all patrons. Your favors solicited.
O F F IC E R S :
A. D. F E T T E R O L F , P r e s id e n t .
M. B. L IN DE RM AN, V ic e -P r e s id e n t .
W . D. R E N N IN G E R , C a s h ie r ,
D IR E C T O R S ;

H.L.NYCE
6 E. Main S t., Morristown.

A. D. F etterolf,
M . B. L inderm an,
H . T. H unsieker,
B. F . S teiner,
H orace Place,
A . C. L andis,
F . J . Clam er,
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegass,
Dr. E. A K rusen,
Jo h n U . F rancis, J r .
W . P . Fenton.
E . S. Moser,
I . S. B ucher,
Jo h n D. F ra n tz,
I . T . H aldem an.

TRAPPE

High-Grade

Is crowded w ith a large assort-

ment of

Fall and Winter Groods

FERTILIZER S

HARKED AT

Lowest Prices.
Dress Goods, Fancy Plaids, Flannelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels,
Outing Flannels. Ladies’ Flannel
ettes and Percale Wrappers, Red
Blankets and Comfortables. A com
plete line of Underwear for Men,
Women and Children.
Men’s Pantaloons and Overalls,
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and
Shoes, Felt Boots.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety
of patterns.

Mft FARMER :
No use trying to make farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil

with any bu t A n i m a l

Bone Fertilizer.
will make the

Poor soil

farmer p o o r;

rich soil will make the farmer
rich.

Chase’s Lap Robes, Horse Blank
N O W is the time to start
ets and Stable Blankets.
aright for better days, big crops
Gnns—Single and double-barrel,
h&tnmerless» Ammunition, Gunning and more money, by using
floats and Leggings.

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.

Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultry
Powder, Crushed Oyster Shells.

Old established and reliable; on

COMPLETE LINE OF

the market for more than thirty

Groceries and Provisions.
E- G. Brownback, Trappe.

years.

Insure Your H o rses^

Give it a trial and be convinced.

Sent1)? 'i?eB?y death from disease or acci
MuVn»Te ,L. ° WER P RO V ID E NC E
Full.™ LIVE STOCK IN8URANI E CO
! occuremoUnt aPPratsement paid when loss
Dm
I- Z. REINER, President,
■ypvr Q^^StShBBRRY, Secretary
• H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
ITR*« l.
A p p ra is e rs *
E°- DETWILER, Eagleville
H- H. ROBISON. Collegp.Tille.

W. E. BEAN, Trooper.

More actual plant food for
the money than in any other.
I f your dealer does not handle
it, write us giving his name and
we will see that you are sup
plied.

W rite to-day.

J A C O B T R IN L E V ,
LINFIELD, PA.

DELMAS’ PLEA
TO SAVE THAW

7

When he swore he was not acting as
»pposed to adjourning until something
Evelyn Nesbit’s counsel and that no
Is done. If there were a boss to dic
action was contemplated in her behalf.
tate how and when things should be
He said the so-called affidavit itself
done it would be easy enough to issue
convicted the man of these falsehoods.
orders and call a halt whenever de
He denounced Hummel as a man ready Capitol Probers Are After the sired. Even though a great lot of billa
to commit crime for money.
should not be acted upon adjournment
Men “ Higher Up.”
Appeals to “Unwritten Law” and
All of Thaw’s family were in the
could be forced at any time if things
court room. They / sat unmoved as
were being run as they once were in
Lands Prisoner as Hero.
usual throughout the course of Mr.
the legislature.
TRYING
TO
SHIFT
THE
BLAME
Delmas’ argument, their features be
Complaint is being made by members
ef the house th at even though the
FAMOUS CASE NEAR AN END traying no emotion. Thaw turned to
them from time to time as his attor Those Responsible Are Beginning to house does pass their bills the senate
ney
seemed to strike some telling
New York, April 10.—One more day
Accuse Each Other, and the Whole refuses to take'action upon them and
is a virtual “graveyard” for a great
and the concluding chapters of the blow. Thaw also turned frequently to
Truth Will 8oon Be Known—Other many bills. The measures passed by
trial of Harry K. Thaw for the mur his wife, who seemed to be standing
the house are referred by the senate to
Harrisburg Gossip.
der of Stanford White will have been the brunt of the storm. She had a re
committees and th at Is the last heard
written Into history. With an ora sponsive smile ready for his every
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
April
8.—The
legis
of many of them.
torical appeal to both the written and look.
District Attorney Jerome was not in lative commission investigating the
Notwithstanding the hostility of
the “unwritten law" for the justifica
capitol
building
is
after
the
men
“high
court
to
hear
Mr.
Delmas
speech.
Mr.
some
of the leaders to the bill permit
tion of bis client, Delphin M. Delmas,
Jerome, it was said, was busy with er up.” Recently the commission has ting the people to express their choice
the California lawyer, concluded his
come
into
possession
of
information
the preparation of his own address.
of candidates for United States senator
exhaustive summing up address to the
which leads the members to believe there is some probability that the bill
jury. District Attorney Jerome will j
that the architect and one or two con
NO SETTLEMENT ON EVELYN
will pass the senate this week. It got
close in a three or four hour address
tractors are not the only ones who
and is expected to make a plea which ; Rumor That Mrs. Thaw Had Given profited by the outrageous overcharges through the house without much trou
ble, but when it reached the senate a
Son’s Wife $250,000 la Denied.
will be accounted one of the best ef- j
for furnishing and finishing the new motion was made to refer it to the
forts of his life. Justice Fitzgerald ; Pittsburg, April 9.—“The statement state building.
committee on elections. The motion
would not say whether or not he th at Mrs. William Thaw has or had
It would not be wise to suggest who
would charge the jury directly follow- . settled $250,000 on Mrs. Harry K. these “higher up” men are, but it will was carried before th senators really
lng the district attorney’s closing re Thaw is untrue and might be charac be conceded th at two or three men knew what they were voting on, the
marks, but the general impression is terized by even stronger language,” who have never been known to con bill having been referred to only by
th at he will do so. In this event there said Frank Sample, financial agent of trol anything politically would be al 1number. Then there were some indig
nant senators. Friends of the bill set
seems little doubt that the case will j Mrs. William Thaw.
lowed to walk away with several mil
“Mrs. Thaw has not settled $250,000 lions of dollars worth of loot without to work at once and it is more than
be turned over to the jury by this
or any other sum on Mrs. Harry K. at least a protest from those who do likely to become a law. It is argued
(Tuesday) evening.
With the exceptions of moments j Thaw, and so far as I know she has no things politically. There is a gang of th at nothing would conduce to a clean
when he was reading from testimony ; intention of so doing. These rumors, Philadelphia politicians who will cer ing up of the legislature more than
Mr. Delmas speech was one of sus- ; which seem to arise when other af tainly suffer some of the consequences the enactment of such a law. Hereto
fore politics has been played to the lim
talned oratorical effort, He threw fairs in connection with the case are of the inquiry.
it in the legislature preceding the elec
about the form of Harry Thaw the dull, are very annoying to Mrs. Thaw
Those who are Immediately respon tion of a United States senator and leg
cloak of
chivalrous knighthood. and the rest of the family, and I hope sible for “the monument of graft” are
islation of all kinds, especially of the
“Why,” he shouted, “should we who this denial will settle the m atter.”
already beginning to “peach” on one meritorious kind, has had to suffer as
admire the chivalry of the knights of
another. They are charging one an a consequence.
ENDORSES R008EVELT
the middle ages who went about re- j
other with the blame and soon the peo
Members of the house are a little shy
dressing wrongs and rescuing maidens Minneapolis House Passes Resolution ple will know the whole truth. No
about voting for the final passage of
In distress, withhold our sympathy
one ever even Intimated th at former the bill increasing the salaries of sena
For Third Term.
from this brave man?"
St. Paul, Minn., April 10.—The Min Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker tors and representatives to $1500 a
Bitterly Denounce* White.
nesota house of representatives by a was guilty of wrong doing, but it is be year, but it looks as if the bill would
Bitterly the attorney again assailed rising vote, which the speaker an lieved th at people who professed to be be passed.
Stanford White. „ He declared White nounced was “nearly unanimous,” his friends took advantage of his con
House Passed Trolley Freight Billsought to play with the girl so long passed concurrent resolutions endors fidence in their honesty to feather their
Without a dissenting vote the trolley
as her beauty remained and then ing President Roosevelt for a third nests. Now the former governor would freight bill passed the house and is
would have thrown her away “like a term. .The resolutions follow:
like to go on the stand and tell what he I now on its way through the senate. It
dirty rag to float down life’s sewers
“Whereas, By his wise, initiative knows about the capitol building. He i will probably become a law in its pres
to a grave in the Potter’s Field,” and QQUiagoQUS leadership, the present has written the commission that he
ent shape. The Grangers are probably
Again he said: “H arry Thaw had président dî the United States lias Be TTCtllu ‘Lice to testify and is ready to*
snatched the girl from the old lecher come prominently identified with the do so when the commission asks him. more interested in this bill than in any*”
who saw in her but a toy to gratify cause of political, social and business He will be called to the witness stand ith e r that has been introduced.
The Wickersham medical council bill,
a moment’s lust and then be cast aside reforms; and,
soon.
which recognizes the osteopaths and
to go her way down the paths of fall
Mr. Pennypacker’s resolution, or the provides for their examination and li
“Whereas, The great work of which
en women.”
he has been and now is the most dis one to which his name is attached and censing the same as regular practition
With dramatic emphasis Mr. Del- tinguished exponent is yet unfinished; which provided for the letting of the
ers of medicine, also passed the house
mas cried out th a t when Harry Thaw and,
contract for furnishing the capitol as with a hop, skip and jump, after an oldbeheld Stanford W hite on the Madi
“Whereas, With singular unanimity a whole, is the measure which permit fashioned aleopathic bill had been sent
son Square roof garden the story of his the great body of the people of the ted the wild waste of money and allow
wife’s wrongs overcame him. He pic United States, without regard to polit ed the John H. Sanderson Company, of back to committee. If the senate ap
tured in an instant—as a dying man ical affiliation, with implicit confidence Philadelphia, to get away with the proves the osteopaths will have the
may picture his past life — all that in great ability, unselfish patriotism contract for furnishing the capitol same footing in the state as doctors cf
Stanford White had done—“the ruin and unswerving fidelity to his exalted building without competition in the medieine.
The wonder of wonders, is th at the
he had wrought, and he struck; struck trust, therefore, be it
bidding. Mr. Pennypacker would like
bill
providing for the intiativS and ref
as the tigress strikes in defense of her
“Resolved, By the house of represen to tell how it happened that that reso erendum passed the hojise and is now
young; struck for the home, struck tatives, the senate concurred, that the lution was presented.
for American womanhood, struck for best interests of the central govern
Heretofore the former governor al on its way through the senate. Two
years ago “Farmer” Creasy, the Demo
humanity and Stanford White fell.”
ment demand the renomination and re- ways has declared th at the capitol is
“Ah, gentlemen,” the advocate went election of Theodore Roosevelt to the worth the money, that it was honestly cratic leader of the house, introduced
on, “if Harry Thaw believed he was presidency of the United States.”
built and th at the people would not the same kind of bill, but never was
the instrument of Providence, who will
complain
at any extravagance if they able to get it reported out of commit
The only Republican opposition came
tee. It is not believed that the senate
say he was mistaken?”
from Representative Lennon, of Min would see the building for themselves.
Mr. Delmas discussed but briefly the neapolis, who said he was not for It is believed that he has since changed will pass it finally.
Among the bills that have passed
testimony of the expert witnesses, de- forcing a third term on any man. He his mind.
vlarlng that whatever weight might believed there was other good ma
When former Governor Pennypacker both houses and are now up to the gov
attach to their utterances was on the terial in the party.
discovers that there was a deep laid ernor are the following: Making the
open season for killing rabbits from
side of the defendant. He declared
During the taking of the vote the conspiracy, th at plans were made for October 15 to December 1; limiting the
the burden of proof as to Thaw’s san Democratic members remained seated. stealing millions of dollars from the
ity at the time of the homicide rested
state months before bids were even state game preserves to a circumfer
with the prosecution, which had failed
advertised for; when he learns that he ence of nine miles; providing that
FIRE AT NORRISTOWN ASYLUM
to make out its case.
was made the “goat” and that his own when defendants enter pleas of guilty
It was in discussing Thaw’s mental Section of Insane Hospital Destroyed. alleged friends used him to corruptly they be sentenced forthwith without a
All Inmates Escaped.
state that Mr. Delmas came at last to
further their own financial ends, then bill of indictment being presented to
Norristown, Pa., April 9.—The 11th he will wake up and it is expected that the grand jury; making the constables
the “unwritten law.” . He declared the
experts had been at a loss to classify section of the State Hospital for the he will tell a lot of things to the edific of boroughs and townships and super
visors in townships and the employes
the form of insanity from which Thaw Insane was completely destroyed by ation of the people of this great state.
[ fire, entailing a loss estimated a t $50,suffered.
The lawyers for the commission have in the department of forestry ex-officio
i 000. The building, which was 75 feet started out to uncover the conspiracy fire wardens; fixing the maximum
“Dementia Americana.”
“I will suggest its name,” he declar In width anw 225 feet in length, was and they have laid a most excellent amount to be spent by the state armory
ed. “I would call it ‘Dementia Ameri occupied by 230 feeble-minded persons. foundation. Just what will happen to board for an armory for a company of
cana.’ It is a species of insanity As soon as the alarm was sounded the a man who sells the state a species' of infantry at $25,000 and a battery of ar
which has been recognized in every attendants rushed through the building black slate for marble at the rate of tillery or troop of cavalry at $30,000;
state of this union. It is that species and succeeded in getting ail of the oc $4.74 a foot when it would be dear at providing that in boroughs where the
of insanity which makes the American cupants out safely. The flames spread 50 cent* a foot you can determine pretty salary of the chief burgess is less than
man believe his home, his wife, his with such rapidity th at nothing in the well yourself. And then this black $50 a month the borough council may
daughters, are sacred, and th at who structure could be saved. The insane slate was not even polished as required Increase the pay to $50; authorizing cit
soever stains the virtue of his thresh persons became almost unmanageable, by the specifications called for, but ies, boroughs or townships to contract
with street railway companies to op
old violates the highest of human law.” bqt upon being assured by the attend was lacquered.
Bringing into play all the eloquence ants that there was no danger they
If a store would sell you at a fancy erate their lines; establishing schools
at his command, Delmas pictured the were finally persuaded to enter other figure “baccarat” cut glass, or rather for adult foreigners to teach them the
martyrdom o t Evelyn Nesbit when she wards of the institution. The origin of charge you “baccarat” cut glass prices English language and American ideas.
Pension Bill Vetoed.
refused the hand of Thaw and the the fire is unknown.
for an article made in Pennsylvania
Governor Stuart vetoed t h e . bill
broken heart of Harry when his offer j
and at the same time insist that it was
BELONGS TO CUBA
the imported article you would have granting an annuity of $120 to Deborah
of marriage was • spurned.
He drew in almost glaring colors the U. S. Supreme Court Decides Isle of pretty good ground for having him ar E. Green Childs, daughter of a soldier
rested for receiving money under false of the W ar of 1812, who is not entit ed
storm th at was gathering in “the four
Pines Is Not Ours.
corners of the clouded horizon,” when j Washington, April 9.—That the Isle pretense and recovering the amount of to a pension from the national or state
governments. The governor’s veto
Evelyn told Harry that “because she of Pines is not American territory was the overcharge, would you not?
says: “In my judgment it is not good
Sold Air By the Foot.
loved him, because she did not want to officially and judicially declared by
And then if it could be shown that policy for the state to grant individual
see the finger of scorn pointed at him, the supreme court of the United
because she would not tear him from States. The decision was rendered in the filing cases for which the state annuities. While this may be a very
his noble mother and dear sisters, be the famous case of Edward J. Pearcy paid $2,000,000 were sold by the “per worthy case, yet others which may be
cause she did not want to tie her un vs. Nevada N. Stranahan, collecor of foot” measurement and th at a lot of equally as worthy are not provided
fortunate existence to his, because she the port at New York, and the opinion air space was measured in with the for.”
Governor Stuart is closely watching
wanted to go back aiffeSmake her own of the court was announced by Chief cases don’t you think you could recov
living and go down in the world where Justice Fuller, who said that up to the er the price you paid for the air at all legislation and proposes to see that
so many, many others had gone be Paris treaty the Isle of Pines had been least? Well, th at is, what the investi all measures promised by the Repub
fore her, and disappear from his life considered an integral part of Cuba gating commission Is setting out to do. lican party are enacted.
The governor has a very effective
forever, she, Evelyn Nesbit, could not and that it could not be held to be cov The commission has found other things
become the wife of Harry Kendall ered by article 2 of that treaty, which since it began operations and the work club he can wield if he wishes to do
Thaw.”
included only islands in the vicinity is becoming so vast that the commis so. He can inform members of the
sion has notified the legislature that it legislature that if they do not pass the
This sacrifice he characterized as of Porto Rico.
is Impossible to tell at present when measures pledged in party platforms
“sublime renunciation,” and to it he ;
MULE DRAGS BOY TO DEATH
its work will be finished. The capitol he will refuse to sign bills in which
attributed the restlessness which .soon !
thereafter became manifest in the con Parents Realize the Horror Only When overcharges by Sanderson alone gave they are particularly interested.
The governor is likely to surprise and
Architect Joseph M. Huston an unearn
t a c t of Thaw.
| .
Beast Returns.
disappoint a good many legislators
Mr. Delmas had no hesitation in call
Chambersburg, Pa., April 8.—Shull ed fee of $97,507. He may have to re
ing Evelyn “an angel child," and Harry Skelly, a 9-year-old boy, was dragged imburse the state to this amount. He when bills come to him J o r his signa
Thaw “a noble, honorable lover, with to his death by a runaway mule at also has a claim for $104,000 against ture. Great effort is being made par
only one purpose, to make Evelyn Nes New Franklin. The boy was riding the state, but It is needless to say this ticularly by Dauphin county law mak
ers and those of nearby counties to get
bit, the little girl he loved, his hon the mule home from a blacksmith shop never will be paid.
. The wrangle th at ensued in the through the bill for the capitol park
orable wife.”
when the animal evidently became
Calls Hummel a Perjurer.
frightened and ran away. The boy’s house over the resolution to adjourn extension. The cost of this improve
That Evelyn Nesbit’s story was true feet were caught in a strap, and he finally on May 16 is not yet at an end, ment would be about $1,600,000, accord
and was told to Harry Thaw formed was dragged over a rough road. The although the resolution was adopted. ing to estimate. There is also a bill
the subject of the argument for more first ^knowledge the parents had of the The senate has passed a resolution call pending for the reconstruction and en
than an hour. Mr. Delmas declared accident was when the mule returned ing for final adjournment May 2. It largement of the executive mansion, the
will be necessary in consequence to ap cost of which is estimated, at $200,000.
the only evidence the district attorney home without the boy.
point a committee on conference in It is. a safe guess that if these bills
had to bring against the girl was the ;
each house. It is thought that the date ever should reach the governor he will
Whipping Post at Baltimore.
“miscalled affidavit” procured by Abra
Baltimore, April 6.—The whipping to be agreed upon will be May 16, hut veto both of them.
ham Hummel. Speaking of Hummel
The governor stands for economy.
Mr. Delmas again drew heavily upon post was called into use at the city this is not-certain. There was strong
his bitterest invective and declared Jail here for the first time in 20 years. opposition to the adjournment resolu If he errs it will be on the economical
th at it would require more than the Saylor Brooks, colored, was given nine tion and even though this date is fi side, for he is a conservative of the
word of a perjured man to send Harry lashes on his bare back with a cat-o- nally agreed upon this action may be strictest type. He is not making him
self very popular with the old time ma
Thaw to an ignominious death. Hum nine tails in connection with a two- upset before adjournment day arrives.
The difficulty is th at every member chine man, but he seems to be making
mel was accused by Mr. Delmas of months’ jail sentence for wife beating.
having committed deliberate perjury ” The negro treated the flogging lightly who has introduced bills is anxious to good with others who are not of that
BAN O BAB TAN
get action upon them and he will be order.
UDon the stand in the present trial and /Smiled after it was finished.

ALL WILL COME OUT
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FARM AND GARDEN.
HORTICULTURISTS MEET.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
Two Are Immense Croppers and Strong
Growing Plants.
Greater progress has been made the
last three or four years along the
Strawberry line than ever before. The
Sample is about the only variety that
holds Its own, but from present indica
tions even that berry will be set one
side. The Cardinal, a pistillate vari
ety like the Sample, just now is creat
ing quite a sensation. The illustration
here shown was taken from a cluster
of last season and is a correct like-

TH E CARDINAL STRAWBERRY.

Talk Among Practical Fruit Men of
New Jersey.
Following the usual custom, numer
ous practical questions were asked at
the recent annual meeting of the New
Jersey State Horticultural society, and
they were answered by the members
out of their own experiences.
In reply to the query, “What Is the
best blackberry to grow for market?”
Mr. Lovett said the Ward is very sim
ilar to Mersereau, but is much the bet
ter to grow, as it is much more pro
lific than the Mersereau and is the best
one to grow for commercial pusposes.
As to apple blight, Mr. Bancroft be
lieved it is not as fatal as pear blight,
but is'said to be of the same kind.
Question: “Has any one cultivated
the huckleberry?” Mr. Black stated
th at no one has ever cultivated it, but
there is no reason why this should not
be done, as in the case of any other
fruit.
“W hat Is the best way to eradicate
curculios?” Mr. Baird said they may
be checked by shaking or jarring off
and destroying the insects. This
should be done each morning. Mr.
Whitehead said, “We have found^that
by spraying with paris green and bordeaux we get rid of a great many.”
“When should spraying for the cod
ling moth be done?” Mr. Bancroft
stated, “In apple growing we spray
as soon as the bloom falls and again
in two weeks. On late apples we spray
late In July to catch the late crop of
moths.” Mr. Collins advised, “Do not
spray when the tree is in full bloom,
as it will kill the bees.”
To keep Kieffer pears from being
cloudy, the only way, according to Mr.
Heister, is to keep the trees open. This,
however, is very hard to do. As soon
as the tree is laden with fruit it be
comes compact and excludes the air. A
free circulation of air will prevent this
trouble in a measure.
The question of “the best methods of
preventing ripe rot in peaches” brought
the information from Mr. Baird that
J. H. Hale goes through his orchard
and gathers all the affected fruit and
•limbs and removes them from the or
chard. Mr. Brown said bordeaux mix
ture has been found to check ripe rot,
and plums on which sodium benzoid
was used were left free from rot.
Orlando Harrison said that the York
Imperial and Grimes’ Golden apples
have been found the most profitable on
the western shore of Maryland.

ness of the berry, not one of those over
grown berries, but will average good
size, an immense cropper and the most
vigorous growing plant ever sent o u t
I t will be a mortgage lifter, says an
eastern grower In American Cultivator.
Golden Gate is another new berry of
great promise. This is a fancy berry,
like the Marshall, only it Is worth a
dozen of it, being of fine quality and a
good cropper.
The Abington, sent out two years
ago, has proved about what the orig
inator claimed and is a safe berry to
plant.
Another berry, the Dicky, that has
not been put upon the market yet is a
Btrong, staminate variety, an immense
A LIFTING DEVICE.
cropper, very firm, colors well and Is
a long season berry. I have no plants
of it on my grounds, but as soon as I An Arrangement For Removing a
Wagon Box to a Platform.
can I shall set largely of it.
There are various ways of removing
a wagon box from the trucks, and in
Field Dodder.
Dodder, or love vine, is a great ene the following plan, described in Iowa
my of alfalfa. It is a parasitic vine Homestead one of these is brought out:
growing on the stems and taking out*
the life and vitality of even the roots.
The vine intwines itself about the al
falfa stems in great clusters and grows
thriftily or small in exact proportion
to the growth of alfalfa. When the
alfalfa is cut, this vine appears in dry,
hairy bunches about the stems. I t is
so repugnant to horses and cattle that
it will not be eaten except as a last re
sort before starvation. The best way
REMOVING TH E WAGON BOX.
to keep free from dodder is to buy
only clean seed. In some cases farm The upright pole is 4 by 4 by 14 feet
ers use fanning mills and try to re and is set several feet in the ground, so
clean the seed before sowing. If the that it will be firm enough in its posi
plant gets started in a field, the best tion to stand the strain which is re
plan to get rid of it is to scatter straw quired of it. The platform on which
over the alfalfa stubble and burn the the rear end of the wagon box rests
entire field. This does not injure the when it Is to be raised from the wagon
alfalfa, but kills the dodder and may be made any height so as to suit
other noxious weeds.—Kimball’s Dairy the height of the trucks. Two guy
Farmer.
wires should be attached to the pole a
foot or so from its top and be secured
Hen Manure For Crops.
eight or ten feet in the rear of the plat
Hen manure gives good results on form. The rope which is used .to do
all crops, but probably best on such the lifting is attached at one end of the
plants as make most of their growth upright pole near its upper end. From
above ground, like cabbage, com or there it continués on to a pulley hooked
grass. Some great results, however, in a rope' which passes around the
are reported with hen manure on po front end of the wagon box, then back
tatoes. We generally use it on garden over a pulley in the top of the pole and
crops and strawberries. The most ef down to a windlass a t the rear end of
fective use of this manure is, as we the platform. When the wagon box Is
have often described, to crash it fine in its final position on the platform, it
and mix with chemicals, such as muri
should stand upright and should be
ate of potash and acid phosphate. left attached to the rope, so that it can
This makes a fair mixture for many
crops. The hen manure is richer in not be blown down in case of winds.
nitrogen than in potash and phosphoric
Experience With Manure Spreader.
acid, and these chemicals give it a
My experience with the manure
good “balance.”—Rural New Yorker.
spreader teaches me th at the modern
method of applying manure to land is
Injurious to Trses.
The most effective insecticide yet far in advance of the old practice, says
employed against the oyster shell bark a w riter in Farm and Fireside. In ap
louse during the dormant period of plying manure with the spreader it is
the tree is the lime sulphur, or lime put on uniformly, and all parts of the
sulphur salt wash. An application of field are equally benefited. When the
this wash dar manure was dumped in piles, it fre
ing the latter quently happened th at the work of
part of March spreading was postponed for some
or first weeks in time, and the result was th at much of
April, followed the fertilizing value of the manure
In the case of leached out of was lost through fer
badly Infested mentation. The manure spreader not
trees by a sec only saves the plant food elements of
ond application the manure, but also saves time and
before the buds labor, as the work is all done a t one
h a v e s w o lle n time. It does two very important
much, will gen things and does them well—it thor
erally suffice to oughly fines the manure and distrib
e r a d i c a t e the utes it evenly.
s c a le .
Such
Hornless Cattle.
t r e a t m e n t is
O YSTER SH ELL BARK
The time will come when horned cat
also
effective
in
L O U SE .
destroying th e tle will be bred only as curiosities or
apple scab fungous spores. The oyster for show purposes, as fancy breeds of
shell bark louse is readily distinguish poultry are now. The advantages of
able from other scale insects by its the mulleys are so many th at the horns
elongated, rather slender curved form, must go. It is just as easy to breed
being about one-eighth inch in length. cattle without horns as with horns,
and it is a great deal easier to take
—Joseph L. Hills, Vermont.
care of them afterward.—Farm Press.
Orchards In Grass.
Apple Growing.
The majority of good apple orchards
An authority states that the cause
nowadays are in cultivation. The old
fashioned plan of seeding the orchard of many failures in apple growing may
down to grass is in disfavor. Still be found In the bare stems six or eight
there are some exceptional cases in feet high to the lowest branches. Low
which apples do fairly well or even headed trees are usually preferable.
better than that while growing in sod. In a general way, pruning should be
done frequently with knife and thumb.
—F A. Waugh in Gardening.

AN ASSIZE OF BREAD.

CORRECT SPRING CLOTHES ** YOUNG MEN

Mobile’s Regulation of Bakeries Early
In the Last Century.
In the latter half of the seventeenth
and the early part of the eighteenth
No young man can say of the clothing we sell, “it’s like that
! centuries the regulation of the price of
bread by public authority was a famil
at other places.” No young man can justly take the stand-that
iar principle in thé English colonies of
any of the Weitzenkorn Stores are like the average. In fact, the
America. In New Haven, for instance,
the weight of the penny loaf was regu
store and the goods we sell are unlike any others. We stand
lated by law about 1660, and in 1696
alone, separate, distinct, and superior for style, workmanship, the
the Massachusetts general court also
provided a regular assize, fixing the
extensive, well-selected assortment and the values we give for the
weight of the loaf according to the
prices we ask.
price of flour. At various times dur
ing the first quarter of the eighteenth
century the selectmen of Boston like
University, Yale, Gongworth, 3 or 3 Buttons, Wide Lapel. Coats
wise performed this duty.
have form fitting backs, with or without vents, silk mohair linings in all our suits from ten
It is interesting, however, to note a
dollars up. Just the coloring and patterns a smart dresser will admire. They are blues,
survival or perhaps a revival of this
browns, greys, blacks, fancy mixtures, plaids, checks and stripes in worsteds, tweeds and
principle as late as the nineteenth cen
¥ Scotch cheviots. $7.50, $10, $12, $15, $18 to $25.
tury in the town of Mobile, a place
whose economic history is marked by
¥
many peculiar features. After flfty¥
. two years of French, seventeen years
¥ IN INTERESTING SHOW. Where all the new stylea are to be seen. Every mother
■of- English and thirty-three years of
Spanish rule Mobile came under the
¥ makes a special effort to drees ber boy in the newest and neatest garments at this season of
control of the United States govern
year. If appearance ever counts, it counts just now, and if a store was ever prepared
¥ the
ment in April, 1813, and was included
to please its customers, it is this store at just tbis time.
¥
in the Mississippi territory. On Jan.
Boys’ Suits $8.98 to $4.90. Double Breasted Suits, Norfolk Suits, Russian
20, 1814, by an act of the territorial
and Sailor Suits oí Navy Blue Serges, fancy mixed Cheviots, Cassimeres, Homespuns and
legislature the town received a charter
Worsteds, straight or bnicker trousers, all sizes ; 2% to 17 years.
of incorporation, and at two meetings
Our Spring $5.00 Juvenile Suits. All wool materials, every suit guar
of the inhabitants, on March 11 and
anteed, plain blue and fancy mixtures, double breasted Norfolks, Sailor and Russian Suits,
14, the municipal government was or
all sizes, 2% to 17 years, straight or knicker trousers. Others up to $7.50.
ganized and the charter publicly read
Hand-Tailored Saits $8.50 to $10. Shaped effects in double breasted
in English and in French. The popula
and Norfolk styles, straight or knicker trousers, materials of tropical worsteds and im
tion at this time was composed of
ported fabrics, all neat and dressy patterns, all sizes, 11 to 17 years.
French, English and Irish elements.
On April 4 following, three weeks after
Special Sale JHanufaetnrer’s Sample
the organization of the municipal gov
Keefer Top Coats in tan, grey and red, for
ernment, a “tariff for bakers,” or as
Boys, 3 1-3 to 10,
:
:
t
:
:
;
size of bread, was drawn up by the
commissioners (the governing body of
$1.50 and $1 Tams—Serges, Bine Cloth, Reds, Tans, all 69 Cents.
the town) and proclaimed in English
and in French. This fixed the weight
of the loaf for the ensuing month in
Pottstown,
accordance with the price of flour. In
a a 7
The New and Greater Store.
stead of changing the price of bread
It was more convenient to make the
loaves lighter or heavier as the price of
flour rose or fell. On May 2, 1814, the
weight of the bit loaf (the bit being a
coin worth 12% cents) was fixed a t
twenty-eight ounces, and the weight of
the half bit loaf'w as fixed at fourteen
ounces.
On July 8, 1815, Mr. Martin, the bak
er, appeared before the board and paid
GARDEN AND
the sum of $10, a fine inflicted on him
for having his bread too light, one-half
of which sum was paid to the police
officer. On Jan. 24, 1817, a regular
scale of weights for the bit loaf was
The footwear for to-day is fashioned for ease
and comfort as well as for STYLE, ELEGANCE
adopted.
and WEAR.
Beginning May 3, 1817, the assize of
bread was proclaimed weekly instead
Our Shoes Cover All These
of monthly, as before, and this system
was continued for a little more than
' Points.
two years. The records do not show POULTRY WIRE
th at the assize was proclaimed after
1819, but the town continued to exer
FENCE WIRE h i A T I A C
■ All Our Shoes selling above $2.00 are
cise a control over the business of bak
*
’
^
I
I
£—
» damp proof, having a cork layer being. Every baker was required to
¡^ 2111. tween the soles.
procure a license and to register his
trademark, which was stamped on his Plow Castings
loaves. A public bakehouse was also
Wearing Qualities
Garden Tools
established and seems to have been
managed in the same way th at munici
at Low Prices.
palities control public markets, the
bakers renting the stalls from the town
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $1,25
Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Sunday Shoes,
and being subject to Inspection. As
and $1,50, Button or Lace.
$1.00 and $1.25, and upwards.
late as 1826 in the annual statement of
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Men’s Box Calf Extension Sole Shoes,
the city clerk the following entry oc Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, Shoes in Pottstown. All styles.
$2.00 and upwards.
curs in the statement of receipts dur
Children’s Fine Sunday Shoes, 65c., 75c.,
Men’s and Boys’ Colt Skin Shoes, $2.C0
ing the year: “Sales of condemned
and $1.06.
and $2.50.
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
bread, $1.87.”—Quarterly Journal of
Exclusive agent for “ Sorosis” and Ziegler
Exclusive agent for Ralston Health and
Economics.
Bros.’ Stylish Shoes for Women.
A. W. and W. Shoes for Men.

(

Boys’ Spring Toggery

S 2 . 9 8

CLOVER SEED

Fashions for the Feet

F IE L D SE E D Weitzenkom’s.

T h e N .H .B e n ja m m Co.

N o . 2 0 5 Bridge St.,

Working the Minister.
“Don’t imagine ministers have an
PH(E1IXVILLE, FA.
easy time,” remarked the Brooklyn
preacher. “If I gave to every one ap J. P. STETLER, Manager.
plying for alms, I would be bankrupt.
Then there are agents who always
want a minister to purchase their
wares so that they may use his name
when going to other houses in the
neighborhood. Last week a dapper fel
low called with an oil painting. He
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
was a good talker, and, although I did
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
not buy the picture, he did persuade
me to give him one of my photographs.
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
The next day several of my church
people told me that he had visited The first thing to decide, is s
them, showed them the photograph and
“Where will I parchase ?”
succeeded in making sales. A minis
ter’s life may seem like a path of
Before making your choleé, it will be to
roses when viewed from the pew on a your advantage to call and examine stock
Sunday, but there are certainly thorns and secure prices at
In it during the week.”—New York
Post.

- FURNITURE -

The Colleplle Furniture Store

Chippendale.
Chippendale not only made chairs,
Where It Is always a pleasure to SHOW
but almost everything in the furniture GOODS.
i line, except the one article with which
A FULL LINE of all grades of
his name has been most frequently as
sociated in later days. We refer to
sideboards. I t is doubtful if be ever
made a sideboard. In his book there
is no reference to sideboards, though
there are several large tables which
he calls “sideboard tables.” Though
the word sideboard was used long be
Carpets, Mattings« Oil Cloths and Lin
fore his day, it is probable th at the oleums.
early English sideboards were merely
Picture Frames made to order.
tables.
Carpets
cleaned and relayed.
j
. The Samian Letter.
|
Repairing and upholstering attended to
The letter Y is called the Samian let promptly.
ter. I t is so called because its Greek
original was referred to by Pythagoras,
the philosopher of Samos, to illustrate
how deviation from the straight path
of virtue becomes constantly wider as
the lines are extended. The poet Pope
refers to this idea in the lines:
When reason, doubtful, like the Samian
letter, ’
Points him two ways, the narrower the
better.
—Housekeeper.

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
W E I T Z E I s T K O R ls T ^ S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

“I t’s J lis t L ik e This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. IJnder
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
1-12.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Marble and Granite Works,

His Bluff.
Watchman (discovering a burglar in
the act of opening a bank safe)—Hold
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
*
onl W hat are you doing there? Bur
glar—Don’t make such a row, old man.
Orders entrusted to my change will receive
I want to see if my deposit is all right.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
Nobody can trust his bankers now the most careful and painstaking attention.
adays.—London Express.
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar

Undertaker Embalmer

The safest way of not being very
miserable is not to expect to be very
hanpy.—Schooenhauer.

John L. Bechtel,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA
’P h o n b N o . 18.

141 High St.

anteed. Estimates furnished.

M ain S t. Collegeville.

•

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

